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PREFACE,
The study of Banach *-algebras is one of the most fruitful
topics in the Theory of Banach algebras. With the exception of
part of (0.2), the topics considered in this thesis are all in¬
spired by results which have been obtained for Banach algebras.
The first part of the Introduction is mainly concerned with
the statement of certain relevant results in the theory of "Numer¬
ical Range". As it was felt desirable to place the "square root
lemma" due to Ford in a more general context, (0.2) is devoted to
the study of solutions of equations involving analytic functions
defined on Banach algebras.
In Chapter 1, a simple proof of a celebrated result (due to
Kadison) characterising isometrics between B"5-algebras is given,
using simple techniques from the theory of "Numerical Range",
We study in Chapter 2 generalisations of many of the results
in [20], A«A> and also develop a theory of general representations
on Hilbert space.
In Chapter 3* we study some properties of a Banach ^-algebra
(i.e. a Banach algebra which possesses an anti-linear involution
14 s
x -> x 77 ) whose involution* satisfies one or more algebraic condi¬
tions.
Finally, Chapter A is essentially devoted to the study of
Banach ^ ~ algebras whose involutions satisfy certain metrical con¬
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BASIC NOTATTOil3
In this thesis, if reference is made to a result and the re¬
sult is not prefaced by a section number, the result is contained
within the section in which the reference is made.
We set out certain fundamental notations which are used in
the sequel.
(1) and ((3 denote the sets of real and complex numbers
respectively. $ ++ = > 0 T and IR = \ X i 1R : A< 0 j- .
If 3 . C tR++ j we say that 3>0 . N is the set of positive
integers. If A <- C ReA = |Re A: >,& a] and A = a| .
fC- '"O
CL denotes the extended complex plane.
(2) Let A and B be sets and IT be a subset of A . Let T
be a given mapping of A into B . Then TIT = ^Tic s lc«Ifj- and
T|p. is the restriction of T to IT .
(3) Let A be a topological space and K be a subset of A .
K denotes the closure of IT in a . C(a) is the algebra con¬
sisting of all continuous complex-valued functions defined on A ,
and Cj^(A) is that subalgebra of C(A) consisting of all those
elements in c(a) which vanish at infinity. ^•k(A) the sub-
algebra of C(A) which consists of all the bounded functions in
G(A) ..
(4) Every linear space mentioned in the sequel will, be assumed
to be over the field C unless otherwise stated. If X is a
linear space, A and 3 are non-empty subsets of. X , and
"Xfc C> we sei: A+B = £a+b; a^A, bsB^ and. \A = ^\a : a a| .
(5) Let X be a normed linear space with norm H»II. X' is the
(continuous) dual of X ,, and X" = (X*)' , X' being, of course,
regarded as a Banach space in its own right. o(x) is the unit
sphere and X^ the unit ball of X . If x S(x) ,
D^(x) = {f 4 X» : f(x) = 1 = iifil]- j when it is clear from the
context that the space X is concerned, we shall normally write
D(x) in place of D (x) . If we wish to emphasise the depend-
ence of D(x) on the norm |j - j( , we denote the latter set by
D . ^(x.) o B(X) is the algebra of all bounded linear operators
on X .
(6) Every algebra A considered in this thesis is assumed to be
associative and over (£. . Let A be an algebra, and B a. non-
empty subset of A . If x 6 A AxA = \ ^ 3 mti^
v Ut
The meanings of Ax and xA are obvious.
If x,y<&A , we set x«y = x + y - xy . Sp(x) denotes the
spectrum of x in.. A . If B is a subalgebra of A and x sB,
Sp^x) is the spectrum of x for the algebra B .
If x£A and 3p(x) is a bounded, non-empty set,
}Sp(x)| = sup | lA's X« Sp(x)| . If x is an element of a sub-
algebra B of A , lSpB(x)j vrill have an obvious meaning when¬
ever it is defined. If A is a nomed algebra,, we write
iO (a) = lim ISanil^ (a?A) * When A is a Banach algebra, it is' n -i-QO
well-known that p (a) = { Sp(a); for all a? A .
How,, let P be a linear functional on an algebra A . In
accordance 'with f 5 1 , ve adopt the following notations :
Np = {xt= A : F(x) = 0 } , Lp = i x € A : Ax c Np } .
Kp « |x -5 A J xA c H j. , Pp » fx * A : AxA C 11-,-, ^ .
V
We put Xp = A - Lp , Y = A - Kp and Zp - A - . a
F(resp. a ~^»-S ) is the left regular representation (resp.
the right regular representation *) of A on Xp (resp. Y,,,).
(7) In this thesis, a knowledge of the material presented in
f20J will he assumed.
When we say that an algebra A is a unital Banach algebra,
we mean, that it is a Banach algebra with en identity element
L such that II1 tl = 1. .
Let A be a Banach algebra with identity element 1 .
Let a£. A j C(a) is the closed subalgebra of A generated
by a and 1 , and is the second commutant of in
A .
If A is a commutative Banach algebra, is the
carrier space of A .
* Strictly speaking, of course,, a 3 is an anti-rep res-
ct
entation of A .
0.1
INTRODUCTION
(0.1) NUMERICAL RANGE AND OTHER TOPICS.
In. recent years, a new approach has been developed to deal,
with certain situations in operator theory and the theory of
Banach algebras. This approach investigates and exploits certain
geometrical, properties of. elements in a Banach algehra and has been
the means of proving some striking results in the theory of such
algebras, ini particular providing natural tools for studying
-algebras.
The origins of this approach are to be found in the genetl—
cal vrork of Bohnenblust. and Karlin. ( fll) , in which is proved the
important fact that, in a unital Banach algehra, the identity el¬
ement is a vertex: of the unit sphere.
The next significant advance was made by I. Vidav ( [24-])
who gave a metric, characterisation of B*-algebras with, identity
(see (4»l))»his results, however, fit naturally into the context
of the theory of numerical range, the latter being introduced by
G. Luifier in fl^l*
The classical notion of numerical range v^as, of course, for¬
mulated for operators on a Hilbert. space, but Lumer showed that it-
is possible to introduce a fruitful generalisation of this notion
within the much more general context of operators on a normed lin¬
ear space, the inner product which functions in the classical case
being replaced by a semi—inner—product on the normed linear space
in question. Since 196.1 ? the theory of numerical, range has been,
further developed by many mathematicians. (For details, see[S"J).
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In this section., we shall survey only those results in the
above field which are relevant to this thesis; proofs of these re¬
sults will normally be omitted. We commence by defining two basic
geometrical, concepts used in the above approach.
Let X be a Banach space. Am element, u of S(x) Is said,
to be a VERTEX of S(X) if = (0) , i.e. D(u) Is a total
family of linear functlonals on X .
Let. A be a unital Banach algebra. An. element x <sS(a) is
said to he a UNITARY POINT if x ^ exists in A end
!lx|| = l| x*"1!) = 1 .
We now examine the notion of numerical range -which was intro¬
duced for an arbitrary normcd spa.ce in £4-1 • This notion is close¬
ly related to the original concept of numerical range introduced
by Lumer in Ci5] .
Lot X be a normed linear space and TeB(x) . For xeS(x)
let. V(T,x) = If(Tx) : f€.D(x)j and V(t) = \J^V(T,x) : reS(x)] .
We say that, V(t) is the NUMERICAL RANGE of T . V(t) has the
following properties. (See £6] , Chapter 3 .)
theorem 1. . sup Re. V(t) = lira <*!$ I! I + «cT 11 - l\, where I is
the identity element of B(x) • Also , if v(T) = sup } !X1:A€V(T)^
then v(t) <. || T || <ev(t) .
If t € B.(x) and V(t) C , we say that T is a HERMITIAN
operator on X • We require the following theorem ; the proof
(which is easy ) is omitted.
THEOREM 2 • Let A be a subspace of. B(x) and suppose there ex¬
ists a subset.. H of A consisting of hermitinn operators in
The motivation for this notion, was an earlier paper by F. L .
Bauer , who studied this concept for finite-dimensional normed
space s •
B(X) such, that A = H. + iS • Then A = E + iE .
NOTE. In Theorem 2 , H. clearly consists of hermitian operati¬
ons.
Now let; A he a normed algebra and. let a < A . For x CS(A)
let. V(a,x) = -^f(ax) : f£D(x)^ and. V(a) = (^/t|v(a,x) : x<£.S(a)J ,
Then V(a) is said, to he. the NUMERICAL RANGE of. a . (See [3.J )»
For each a e A , let v(a) = sup.
If a —> T, Is the left regular representation of A , it isQj
clear that V(T ) = V(a) , thus relating the above two. notions of
cl
numerical range. Now, for asA 5. let ||a (f^ = sup^11ax II : x«.S(A)^»
Clearly, Ml ^ is an algebra semi—norm on A which, is magjerised
At.
by II'H » Further,, if as A and \«J denotes the operator norm
on E(A) jT | = |j a ((, • Using these observations, we have theSi X.
following result :
THEOREM I. Let A he a Banach algebra. Then v(-) is equi¬
valent to the given norm u-u if and only if ML is el* coin—
plete norm, on A •
We say that; an. element a of a normed algebra A is HERMIT—
IAN; if V(a) C ^„ it is to he noted that in this thesis, the term
"herrnitlan" , when applied, to an. element, of a normec? "algebra, will
never be used to denote a self—adjoint element of a normed -"-al¬
gebra unless the latter element is itself hermitian In the above
sense.
Now let, A be a unital. Banach. algebra,. It is not: difficult
t.o; show that, V(a) = v(a,l) . (See [3"j )« The following results
c.an be verified .. (See £_3l , Theorem 3> and t1! , Theorem 3 •)
i.e. lla||^;C IS a II for all a. £ A .
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THEOREM 4. (1) Let a€A . Then Sp(a) C V(a) and
sup; Re V(a) = lim «. ^5 Hi + ij —IV .
!Jt —»0+
(2) If u is a unitary point in A , u is a ver¬
tex of S(A) . In particular;, 1. is a vertex of 3(a) •
(3) An element at A is herraitian if and only if
lim,aHi. + i.<*al{ — li = 0 (of.£ ) .
x -?Q
COROLLARY. Let A be a 3*"—algebra and a e A . Then a is a
hermitian element, if and only if a* - a .
NOTE. The above Corollary is a consequence of [15] 9 Theorem 21 .
He now state three results from the theory of Banach.alg¬
ebras. The first result is a deep result contained in [RlJ .
THEOREM 5* Let A be a B*—algebra with identity element 1
and 0 be a linear mapping of A into a normed space 3 » Then
M<56tl= sup |i|0>(u)ll : u<iU(A)^ , where U(a) is the set of
unitary elements in A .
In Q-83 r Palmer proves the following result which is a re¬
finement of [21},, Theorem 1 •
THEOREM 6. Let A be a 3s—algebra with identity element and K
be the set: of self-adjoint elements in A . Let
A = $ e1*1 : h&H? . Then A, is the norm, closure of the convex
e t J 1
hull of A »
e
The following theorem, which was proved by Gleason (0-0.1)




If 0 is unbounded, this statement is to be interpreted as mean¬
ing that the set ^ \\(p- (u) !): uaTj(A)( is unbounded.
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THEOREM 7* Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with, identity
element,. A subspace X of. A of codimension 1 in A is a max¬
imal ideal if and only if X consists of singular elements.
VJe conclude this section by noting two simple results invol¬
ving the Arens multiplications defined on the second dual of a
Banach algebra.
(lie recall that if A is a Banach algebra? the Arens multi¬
plications "x" and "o" on A" are. defined as follows. For
f<S"A' and y-C A ? define elements f and f in A* by :2
y y
(fy) U) = f(xy) J (yf)(^) = f(yx) (xcA ).
For yUt<£A" and. f£A! ? define elements ^f and f^ in A' by :
(:i) — 9 = (x€ A )»
Then if yj ?j^£ A" ?, the elements /jix> and in A" are de¬
fined by (yxxs?) (f) = v( f) , ( wc ») (f) = fv) (f « A') .)
LEKHA. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra. Then ? for all
/AfA" ? = Z*0/* •
Suppose now that A is a Banaoh *—algebra with continuous
involution. For ff-A* , we define f £ A* by f (a) = f(ah)
AO
(a€A). Similarly for jlx, «A" ? we. define .M- £ A" by
^*(f) -^(/) (f€A»).
a
It is clear that- the mapping' defines am. anti—linear
involution on A" • The following theorem relates the above in¬
volution on A" to the multiplications "x" and . (oes
C23j? 2.10 .)
THEOREM 8. Let U,y€&" . Then (yuxv)" = y" o/-*" .
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(©.2) SOLUTIONS OF EQUATIONS INVOLVING ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
DEFINED ON BANACH ALGEBRAS .
Lei; g be an analytic function defined on a (non-empty)
subset V of C and A be a Banach algebra with identity element;
1. « It is a well-known fact that, for an element x in A for
which. Sp(x) CV , we. may specify in a natural, way an element y
in, A which we can define to be g(x) »
In this section, we investigate some properties of those ele¬
ments x in A which, satisfy the equation g(x) - a , where a,
is am element in A . The considerations of this section are rel¬
evant, in particular, when A is a Banach *—algebra ; in. fact,
the " square—root lemma" of Ford (f8j) is a special, case of a much,
more general result. (See the note after Theorem 5.)
The present, study was motivated, by the waask of E. Hille which
is contained., in [123. In the latter paper, Hille examines the
equations xU » a and e^" = h (x,a,y,"h€.A , ncN), when, these
equations are meaningful.
Vie now give a synopsis of. previous results which have been
obtained by various mathematicians and which are relevant to the
considerations of this section. Although Hi1.1,e's results in £l2j
are the deepest and most general, we shall also mention related
results which have been obtained by F.E.Bonsall (unpublished),
L.T.Gardner (C9J) and J.W.M.Ford (C8}) .
Throughout this section, A will donate a Banach algebra
with identity element 1. . We. shall, refer to the two equations
considered by Hilie. :
x ^ a •.. (<x) , — o ... (^3j ,
0.2
where a and b are (sutlable) fixed regular elements in A ,
x. f y€A and nttN . As usual. , a solution x of (c*) (resp.
((3)) will, mean an element x«A (resp, y-«A ) such that xn = a
(resp.» = b) • We have the following results :
(A) SPECIAL SOLUTIONS WITH COMMUTING PROPERTIES.
sa_y
We olw> that a solution x of (<*) is a SPECIAL solution if
Sp(x) is irrotational (mod. 2711/n) , i.e. 3p(x) f\ Sp(u/Sc) =
for 1 1-g n - 1 , where ou — ^ solution y of (p)
is a SPECIAL solution if Sp(y) is incongruent (mod. 27vL) , i.e.
Sp(y) O Sp(y + 2kni) « $ for k = ±1,±2, ... .
Hille showed (see J* Theorem 1 and Theorem 4.) that if x
(r.esp. y) is a special solution of <«) (re sp.« OS)) j then, x
(resp. y) commutes with every other solution of (<x) (resp. (0)) .
(im a more special, situation, F. P. Bonsa.ll. has obtained the
following result..: let c £. A where p(c)<l . Then there exists
a unique element x:<sA such that, xox = c and p(x)<l . In this
case,, xfe C (c) .)
Hille also showed (see Theorem 3,) that there is a special
solution! for (<ot) if thare exists a solution x of (<*) for which
there is a rec/tifiable a.rc. C leading from 0 to a, distant point
o.f. the. plane such that; o»1C A Sp(x) = <p for 1< i< n * An. analog¬
ous result is true for the equation; (jf$) . (See 112], Theorem 6 »)
(E) TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF ELEMENTS HAVING SPECIAL SOLUTIONS.
If x is a, special solution of (o<) , Theorem 2 of [l2j
shows that there exists a neighbourhood V of x in A such, that-
the set consisting of the powers of elements in V is a
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neighbourhood of a » Similar, results were also proved for the
equation (?) . (See ?/ Theorems 5 and 6 .)
(c) CHARACTERISATION OF SOLUTIONS IN TERMS OF SPECIAL SOLUTIONS.
Let x. he a special solution and y he any solution of (w.) .
Then there exist idempotents e^, ... in A such, that, for
l$:i£n. , e.. commutes with both x. and y , and e.,e. = b . ..e.1
*v . * 3! x
(I5i-s,i^n) , iCe- — 1- and y = x^ce^e.. . (See [l2] , Theo—
rem; 1 .) An analogous result holds for the equation (0) • ( See
62J, Theorem 4 •)
(D) EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SPECIAL SOLUTIONS.
(1) We have Bonsall's result. (See (a) .) Here, 1 - x is a
special solution of the equation z =- (l — c) (z£A )
(2) In m ,Gardner proves the following result :
Let a be a regular element of A and suppose that
Sp<a) n (R/~~ « i> . Then there exists a unique element u.eA
2
with the properties that Re 3p(u) > 0 and u. = a . (Here ul
is a special solution of the equation (e*.) with n = 2 .)
(E) SOLUTIONS AND INVOLUTIONS.
We have Ford's square root lemma (C83) :
Suppose that A is a Banaoh. algebra and that a is a self-
adjoint element in A such that. f(l — a) < 1. » Then there exists
2
a self—adjoint element.- x. in A such that x =■ a . (Again, x.
is a special solution of the equation <pt) with, n = 2 .)
In this section, we shall examine a generalisation of the re¬
sults contained in (A) , and sha-H sliow how the results contained
in (d) and (e) fit easily into the general context evolved.
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Generalisations of (B) and. (c) vri.IL not. be considered here*
In the sequel. % the clause "let; (gs V) be given" will. mean. :
"let g be a function defined and analytic on a (non-void) open
subset Tf of (T" * We commence by proving two simple lemmas.
LEMMA 1. Let; (g3 V) be given and suppose that K is a compact
subset of V such, that g Is one—t.o—one on K and g' (1c) 4 0
for each le.€K * Then there exists an. open. subset.; W of C such
that K d W CV and g is one—to—one on W »
PROOF: For each ugH. % let. Uf be an open subset of C such,
that KCII C¥ and d(u>K) < l/n for each, u cU • Suppose the
result is false. Then there exist, sequences £ul and in •
(£ j wheres for each n«.N j it ,? C® % u 4 vXL XL. XI XL. XX
g(u. ) « g(v ) « It is clear, that there exist uvv^IC and a suh*-
m a
sequence £n, ^ of N such that u —-* U;. and v —* v as
nv-4 oo . It is also obvious that g(u) = g(v) . If u ^ v ? the
fact that g is one—to—one on K Is contradicted. If3 however 3
u =■ v 3 the fact that g' (u) +0 is contradicted.. The resulting
contradiction proves the result.
LEMMA 2. Let U be a simply connected open, subset of <£L and. K
be. a compact subset of C- such, that K\TJ ^ ^ « Then there ex¬
ists a frontier point of K in K\Ui' •
PROOF: Suppose the result- is false. Then K u U is an. open subi-
OO oo
set: of , so that L = (£ \ (KuU) is a compact subset of <£_. a
.fvOP CO
Now - KN.U is compact in CL and L ftK^ — (p and 0_ \ U. =
LuK^ « This contradicts the fact that; U is simply connected .
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Now, lei (gjj?) be given, and; suppose x £ A such that;
Sp(x) CT V . In the usual manner, we define
six) =■ (l/27Ti)^(Xl - x)~Ig(A) j
where P* is a Dutiable oriented envelope for Sp(x) » (Seefllj,
p.104.) g:(x) is thus defined, for those elements x in A for
which. Sp,(x) C V . The following theorem is not difficult to
verify, (c.f. j, Theorem 7» subsection 6., ^11.)
THEOREM 1. (1) g(x)£{x}cc , and if
sW (?) - S(£<4>) ) .
«o
(2) If g(X) = ycnX for all X <s.¥ , where
to
"then g(x) = ^c^x11 .
O
The following result is of importance in the sequel.
THEOREM 2. Lei (g, V) and: (f,g(¥)) be given:. Suppose x£A
and Sp.(x) <c V . Then f(g(x)) = (f(g))(x) .
PROOE: The proof, which depends, on an application of Pubini.'s
theorem, is contained mutatis mutandis in:, the proof of fll], Theo¬
rem 5>»17.8 »
iJ.ow let' (g?l) be given, a be a fixed element of A and
x£A such that g(x) = a » Examination, of (A) leads us to say
thai x is a SPECIAL SOLUTION- of the equation g(z) - a (z cAj
if. g(\) is one—to—one on. Sp(x) and g*(X) # 0 for each.
AcSp(x) . We have the following result.
THEOREM 3. Let- (g,V) be given, a £ A and x be a special sol¬
ution of the equation g(z) = a (zCA) • Then = Ia-^CC *
PROOF: By Lemma 1, there exists an open subset: W of such that
■K-
rThis notion has also been introduced, in [~77s where Theorem 3 is ess¬
entially obtained.
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Sp(x) C W C V and. g is one-to-one on W » Let X = g(W) and
£ he the inverse mapping of g . Then f is an analytic fun¬
ction defined on. X and, for X®^ an£l /*® W ? g(f(*0) = X. and.
How, by Theorem l,(l) 5, ae^xl^ and
Spc •» (a.) C X «. Hence y - f(a) is defined and clearly*•**■GC
y g 4.aScG * resu^ proved by showing x = y .
Since Sp(y) C H , g(y) is defined, and
c(y) - g(f(a)) = (g(f))(a) = a - g(x) using Theorem. 2.
Thus yj » f(g'(y)) = f(g(x)) = x .
corollary, (c.f. (a) ). If y cA and g(y) = a , tlien xy = yx •
BonsaiI's result; (see (A) ) suggests the following question :
when does x in Theorem 3> belong, to C(a) 2 The following theo¬
rem. gives a partial answer to this question.
THEOREM 4. Let (g,V) be given where g(v) is simply connected
and. g is. one-to-one on V • Them if x£A and g'(x) — a ,
x€G(a) .
PROOF: Since. g(x) exists, Sp(x) C V and hence Sp(a) C &'(Y~) •
Using. Lemma 2 and. t203, Theorem 1.6;.12 ,, wc have
^Pc(a)(a) * The rest of the proof follows as in Theorem 3.
From the above considerations, we see that ff (g»v) is giv¬
en. such that gl (» 4s 0 for all. X<£V and a€A for which..
Sp( a) c g(Y) the number of special solutions of the equation..
g(z) = a (z fA) is precisely the number of distinct compact sub¬
sets of g \sp(a)) which, are napped in a one—to—one manner onto
Sp(a) . Ufsing this observation, it is very easy to prove the re¬
sults of Gardner and Bonsall » (See (D) and (A) .)
We conclude this section by examining briefly the equation
g(z) = a (z,afA) when A is a Banach *—algebra# In this con-
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text-, vie require that V = V and that g he SELF—ADJO I1TT on V ,
i.»e» for each ,. g(*) — g(X) • (See [20j , p.v 304®) We then,
have the following result :
THEOREM 5* Let (g®V) he given,, V = V and g he self—adjoin#,
on V • Let A he a B.anach *—algebra with continuous involution®
Then if x€A and g(x) « a , g(x*) « a* .
PROOF: This result is clear when, we consider finite suras of ele-
/»
•"*1l i —1
ments in A converging to (2?Ti) I (Xl. — x) g(X) &X , C be¬
ing a suitable oriented envelope for*"" Sp(x) in V .
COROLLARY. Suppose that, in Theorem 5 ? g is one—to—one on V
and a* = a . Then x* - x •
HOTS® If, in Theorem 5 and its corollary, g is a polynomial, vie
see (using Theorem 1_, (2) ) that the requirement that the involution:
in A be continuous iis unnecessary • It is easy to prove Ford's
square root lerama using this observation and the above corollary.
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1. ISOMETRIES BETWEEN B*—ALGEBRAS.
(l.l) ISOMETRIES BETWEEN W-ALGEBRAS .
In this chapterj we examine a, celebrated result of Kadison
(043) which, characterises i some tries between two B*—algebras each,
of which contains an identity element. We shall show that, using
elementary concepts from the theory of numerical range (see (O.l))
it. is. possible to give an. extremely simple, intrinsic proof of Kad—
isoDi's result. (The question, of the possibility of such a "num¬
erical. range" proof of the above result was posed by G« Lumer at.
the North. British Functional Analysis Seminar which, was held at
Edinburgh in April, 196:8. Lumer showed that-: such a proof can be
given, when the algebras concerned are commuted;ive.)
The contents of this chapter are contained in [193* Ih the
sequel, A and B are B*—algebras, each containing an identity el¬
ement. 1. , and T is a linear isometry mapping- A onto B . H.(a)
and. Il(B) denote the sets of selif—adjoint elements of A and E«
Madison* s theorem is now stated :
THEOREM. There exists a, C*—isomorphism mapping A onto B
(i.e* 'V is .a linear isomorphism which preserves self—ad.joints and.
power, structure) and a unitary element v£B such that T — v"^"«
The following three lemmas will be used in proving the above
theorem*
LEMMA L* Let v be an extreme point of . Then. v*v is an.,
idempotent.
PROOF: The proof, which is not difficult, is contained in the
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proof of [^3* Theorem L.
LEMMA 2« Let. u. be a unitary element of A . Then Tut is not
a divisor of zero in B *
PROOF: Suppose x&B and (Tu)x = 0 . Since T. maps A onto
B- j there exists y £A such that x « (Ty)* • Hence
(Tu,)(Ty)* » 0 » (Ty)(Tu)* • Let <4 € C . Then
Hu + <iy|l 2 » Mtu + <*Tyt 2 = \\ (Tu + *Ty)((Tu)* +5(Ty)*) \\
= u (Tu)(Tu)* + «oU2(Ty)(Ty)* [\
i It Tut H 2 + V*|2 llTyil 2 .
This gives t|ut + «*yW (l + t«t2k)^ , where k = HTytl 2 »
It follows that as 04->0 with c* ^fRr, we have both
|{ 1 +dLu*y\l <1+ o(fit.) , [11 + iaa#yi\ S 1 + o(c*)
Therefore u*y^Hl(a) iH(a) = (0) r using (O.l), Theorem 4? Cor¬
ollary. • Since u* is a regular element of a , y — 0 , and hence
x = (Ty)* = 0 • Thus, Tu is not a left divisor of zero in B 9 and
it may be similarly shown, that Tu. is not a right divisor of zero
in B •
LEMMA 3;« Let, u be a unitary element of A . Then. Tu is a un¬
itary element of B, •
PROOF: Since T is a linear isometry of A onto B , T maps
the extreme points of A^ onto the extreme points of • By
(O.l), Theorem 4.? (2) u is a. vertex of S(A) and hence an extreme
point of . Thus Tu'. is an extreme point of •
Let p; = (Tu)*(Tu) * It. follows easily from Lemma 2 that p
is not a divisor of zero in B • Since by Lemma 1, p is an idem-
potent in, B. , we have p(p - l) = 0 . Hence p = 1 , and.
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(Tu)^(Tn) = 1 .
Now, if y£B is an extreme point of , y* is also an
extreme point of . Hence (TU.)"* is an extreme point, of B-, •
Applying the above arguement to (lit)* instead, of to Tut. , it is
clear- that (Ttt)(Tu)* = 1 • Hence Tui is a unitary point of B
PROOF OF THE THEOREM: By Lemma 3 ? T(l) is a unitary element of
Bs , Let v — T(l) , and define the mapping (,/ of A into B by
"<£* -• v*T. « ■ is cleanly a linear isometry mapping A onto B ,
and r(D -1.
Since T =- v ~C, the theorem will, be proved if we can show that;
K is a C*—isomorphism • Let 1i<2-H(a) • Then
U 1 + ii#S(h) II <: II 1 + i*h H < 1 + o(c<) (orS-tPs -x—>0.)
Thus, by (O.L), Theorem 4? Corollary, 7T(h) <£ H.(B.) and /Tt is a
^-mapping,
2 2
It remains to show that "£r(x ) = ("£(x)) (xf A.) Let
h € H(a) and dC Then e3*1^31 is a unitary element of A «
By Lemma 3- applied to is a unitary element of B ,
i.e. ^(elodl-) = 1 . Thus
[l. + Lutih) -*2l?(h2)/2j i± - i*7T(h) -t^\(h2)/?-1 = 1 + 0(jt3)
as ot —^ 0 , using the fact that; TiT is continuous and T( 1) =1 .
Hence, 1 + c^jX'&th.) ) 2 - T(h2)] = 1 + 0(o^) as •?<?—>0 ;
i.e. fr(h)32 -tth2) = 0&) as 0 „ Thusfe(h)]2 = oT(h2) .
Now let x g. A where x = h + ik (h, k sH(A)) . Since
[ftr(h + k)J2 =^r[ih + k)2J , we. have
7r(hk+ kh) = t(h)^'(k) + f(k)"£(h)
Hence %(x2) = ^(h.2 - lc2 + i(hk . + kh)) = C"£(x)J2
NOTE. The converse of the above theorem was also proved in £l/J
lay? Kadison t i.e. if IT is a C*—isomorphism; mapping A onho B
and. v is a unitary element in B, 9 then T = vX is a linear iso—
met.ry; of A onto B • This result is an easy consequence of
(0»l)j Theorem 5 •
to the author's knowledge, the study of isometries between
general. —algebras has not,, been prosecuted, to date* The tech¬
niques employed above do not seem.to be relevant to the above
study; for example? the unit ball of a Bf-algebra A possesses ex¬
treme points if and only if A has an identity element . (See
o&] .) It is easy (using the Baaach-Stone theorem) to charact¬
erise isometri.es between commutative B*—algebras ? but the author,
has been unable to characterise isometries in the general case.
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2. REPRESENTATIONS OH: NORMED SPACES.
(2.1) REPRESENTATIONS ON: NOHMED SPACES.
lit Is well—known that one erf the mast iraportami methods used,
to investigats the properties of. a Banach *—algebra A Is that
which, examines the *—representations of. A on HxLbert space. In
C20]s 4*4 t Rickart; sets out some of. the general properties of
such, rcpreseniations* We give a brief synopsis of the results de¬
scribed. by Rickart in the above section. Throughout this synopsis2
A is a *-algebra.
After the introduction, of certain basic concepts, (such as the
notion, of an, essential. *—representation, of. A on. Hilbert space) t
Lemma. 4*4,*1- Is. proved^ in.: which. it is shown, that- if a-» T is an9/
essential *—representation. of A on a Hilbert. space HI % then,
ffc-^Tgf : a for each, ftl » After deducing an easy cor¬
ollary from-, this resuit 9 Rickart describes (in 4*4«3» 4*4*4 and
4*4.5) some of the properties of a pair of unitarily equivalent
*—representations of A on Hilbert. space.
Lemma 4*4*6 proves that if. A is a norraed algebra and a -v 1
Ĉu
is a continuous representation. of A on Hilbert space, then
l\i <f(b) for every self—adjoint element h, in. A 9 a fact
which is used to show that: the direct; sum of a family of ^—rep¬
resentations of a B&nach. algebra on. Hilbert; space is always, de¬
fined*.
Theorem 4*4*8 proves that any essential *■-representation of
A on Hilbert space is unitarily equivalent, to a direct sum. of
(topologically) cyclic representations.
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Finally, after a short discussion of the *—radical of a *—
algebra, it is shown in Theorem 4*4»12 thai a *—subalgebra. A of
Bj(hi) (where IE is a Hilbert space) is (topologieally) irreduc¬
ible on E if and only if the centraliser of A in e(k) con¬
sists entirely of scalar multiples of the identity operator.
Examination of many of the facts described above indicates
the possibility that results similar to these may' be true in more
general circumstances. In. this section., we examine this possib¬
ility and, in. fact, obtain generalisations of the following re—
suit si 4*4*1, 4*4*2 , 4*4*3, 4*4*4, 4*4*5', 4*4*3, and 4»4*1<-* The
remaining results set. out: in C20j, 4*4 are, perhaps, too deeply
dependent: on involutory properties to admit the type of general¬
isation. considered in this section. In this section, our termin¬
ology will, in,, general,, conform to that, used in \_2Qj, 4*4 I the
terms "cyclic." and "irreducible" will, in. particular, mean "topol—
ogic.ally cyclic" and "■topologically irreducible" respectively.
Letu a—>T. be a representation cf an algebra A on. a nor—
ct
med space X » We prove generalisations of 4*4*1 and 4*4*2 when X
Is a normed reflexive, space, 4*4*3, 4*4*4, and 4*4»5 when. X. is
a. Banach space , and 4*4*8 and 4*4*12 when X is a Hilbert space.*
The representation.', a—»T is said to be ESSENTIAL if the set
a
^x&X, : T&x =■ 0 for every a€A^- = $Cij . If a —>Ta , restricted
to. an. invariant subspace M of X. is cyclic, then M is called
a CYCLIC SUBSPACE of X with respect, to the representation. If
x«X , X = jfax : a € . (it is to be noted that all. the rep¬
resentations considered in this thesis are assumed to be normed.
* The author is indebted, to Professor F. F. Bonsall for. suggesting
that some of the above results, all of whi.ch were originally ob¬
tained when. X is a Hilbert space, might allow the further gener¬
alisations indicated above.
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representations * (See (^20^5 p. 4»))
If a->Ta Is a. representation,- of A on a normecl space Y s
a and a->f are said to be I30METRIGALLY' EQUIVALENT pro-cl cl
vided there exists a linear isoraetry U mapping Y. onto X such.
that = 0" U for every aCA .va a "
We note that if, for A , (T )* is the adjoint.: operator
cL
of 1 defined on X* , the mapping a-> (l )* of A on X.! isa 9/
an. anil—irepresentation, (if X Is a lUlhert. space,, (3F )* pre¬
serves its usual meaning. In this case, we shall still call the
mapping a-» (l' )* an anil—representation, although it Is an anti—cl
linear mapping.) For f.feX1 , we. define X|. = $(T.„)*f ! afe'A^. •
Let E c x and F c X1 • We denote
E-1" = |f«Xf : EC. , E - niHf 5 f € F j> .
We note that, if E is a closed subspace of X ,. then (E ) =- E •Jb*
Motivated by £2dJ * 4>4«1 > we now examine the following ques¬
tion. : under what': conditions does x«X for each xtX ? It is
x
easy to show that, the condition that a—^T. be essential on X.
cl
Is in general, not sufficient for this result to be true. The con'
cept introduced in: the following definition is of importance in
answering the above question :
DEFINITION; 1 . The representation (or anti—representation)
a—*T of A on the normed space X is said to be STRONGLY ES3Vi
3»
E1JTIAL on X if, for each x < S(X) and each f€Dv(x) , tliereA
exists a«- A such that f(T. x) 4* 0 •Si
It is obvious that, if a—* T is strongly essential, on X ,
a
then.it is also essential on.. X « If X is a Hllbert space, the
mapping a T is strongly essential on X if
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^(T. x^x) : a6.a| = (0) implies that- x = 0 » If, in addition,
the set £T& : at A^ is a self-ad joint algebra of operators on
X j a—£ T is strongly essential on X if and only if it is3/
essential, on X »
The following lemma gives an alternative characterisation of
the notion.of strong essentiality. The proof is omitted.
LEMMA 1. Let a—£ T' he a representation of A oil'the normed
space X . Then the representation- a—>T. is strongly essen-
cl
tiai on- X if and only if, for each x€S(X.) , there exists a£A
suoh that li x - T x }l < 1 •
cl
in. the foliowing three results, a—^ T is a representation.
Co
of the algebra A on a normed reflexive space X. . We show
firstly that, with respect; to strong essentiality on. their resp¬
ective spaces, the mappings a—> T.'a and a—* (T.- )* are closely
related. The proof is omitted.
LEMMA 2. The representation a—* T. is strongly essential, on X
3,
if and only if the anti—representation a—} (T )* is stronglycl
essential on X' .
We adopt-the following notation : if is a fam¬
ily of subspaces of a topological vector space Z ,, S(K : A )
A
is the smallest closed subspace in Z containing every K *
A
LEMMA 3. Let K be a closed subspace of X' which is invariant
with, respect to the anti—representation, a—^(T )* • Then, if thecl
representation a—»Tr is strongly essential on X ,
cl
S((T )*K : a t A) = K .
cl
PROOF: Suppose that S = S((T )*K : at A) 4= K • Using the
8.
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Eahn—Banach, theorem and the fact that; S is a closed proper sub-
space of IC , there exists g in. S^C*) such that g vanishes on
s %
Since K is a normed reflexive space in, its own right, there
exists im S(K) such that g(k^) - 1 . By the Eaha-Banach
theorem, we can extend g to, a linear functional g^ on X' sue!'.-L
that g^£S(X") . We then... have. e1(k1) - i - |\eL || . Since
X" - X j there exists x €.S(x) such that: g, » x « it is clearJL
that Ic^e Dx(x) •
Wow, for each acA ,
(0) ~ ^((T^K) «x((ia)^K) = flc(Tax) : k<£Kj .
Hence Jc^T^x) = 0 for every a<£ A • Since k^£.Dx(x) , this
contradicts the fact that the representation a—*T is strong—
s.
ly essential, on; X *
It is easily verified that if M is an invariant; subspace of
X' for tiie representation., a T t M"1* is an invariant subspace
of X1 for. the anti-representation a—»(T )* •*
THEOREM 1. The representation, a -> T. is strongly essential, on
3.
X if and only if, for each x eX x<s X »
3C
PROOF: If. x€X for each x.€ X , it is, easy to show that the
x *
representation a—*T; is strongly essential, on. X ■
Gf
Suppose,, then., that a —*T is a strongly essential repr.es—SI
entation on X » Clearly, X^" is an invariant subspace of X1X.
with respect to the anti—representation a—»(T, )* for each.0/
x<tX • Let x<StX . Then, by Lemma 3. > S((T )*X~** : afeA) = X cSL A.
* 2Ln. an obvious way, we extend terminology% originally formulated
for representations,, to cover the case of anti—representations.
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i
Now, if. a<£ A arid. , ((c)*f)(x> - f(lx) - 0 . Hencex. ci a
COROLLARY. If a—*T.: is strongly essential on X , then everya
m>n«-zero. aliased invariant subspace of X contains a nonr-zero cyc¬
lic. subspace•
NOTE. If A is a *—algebra, X is a Hilbert space and a —5 1a
is a *—representation of A on X , it is easily verified that the
above theorem reduces to £20j, 4*4«1 •
We now examine analogues of , 4.4,3;,, 4>4»4 and 4»4*5 •
THEOREM 2. Let, a—£ T: and a,—»'£J be two cyclic represents .a a
ations of an algebra A on the Banach spaces X and Y respect¬
ively. Then these representations are isometrtoally equivalent if
and only, if there exist cyclic vectors X and y^<£ Y such,
that, |! T\:xs l{ - il^a^i'' £or a11- a ^21 ^ •
PROOF: We first suppose tlxat the representations are isometrical¬
ly- equivalent under a linear isometry II of I onto X » Let y-
he. any cyclic, vector in Y and define x^ = Uy^ » Then, for
The proof of the other part of the theorem proceeds as in the
Latter part of. the proof of £201, Theorem 4»4*3 •
COROLLARY 1. If two representations of A , each, of which, is de¬
fined on a Banaoh space, are isometrically equivalent, and one of
the representations is cyclic, then, so. is the other..
, Thus the result follows»
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COROLLARY 2. Let a —^ T and a-V"£"* "be representations of Acl el
oil the Banach. spaces X and Y. respectively for which, there exist
cyclic vectors x^ and y^ such that || ™aX± " ~ for
all. a€ A { in. addition? suppose that \\ y^\\ = 1 and that the
representation a—>T is essential, ore X . Then. U x..I! = 1 ?.a x.
and there exists a .linear' isometry J -napping .Y* onto X' with,
the following properties :
(1) For every fc^Y' , (jf)(l x.) = f(-£- yc.) for each a£.A ..a x a x
(2) I maps D^(y^) onto .
PROOF: . Using a device from the proof of Theorem 2 ? we can con¬
struct a linear isometry U from Y onto X ? with the property
that; Ui^Ty — T. x. for all aeA . Let x_ — Uy, . Then
a 1 a 1 2.1
T x0 = US"yT = T x_ for. ae A • Then T' (xn ~ xx) =0 for alla c. ax. ax a <^
aeA . Since the representation, a—* T' is essential, on X ?
a
= x^ . As U is an i some try ? \\ x^li — Si y^ll =1 •
Let ft£Y' * Define the linear functional Jf on X "by
(Jf) (Uy) - f(y) for yeY • It is easily7" verified that J is a
linear isometry mapping Y* onto X' * For f aY' and. ah A 9,
(jf)(Taxx) « (jf) (ur^) = f(r^) • Thus (l) is proved* it is
easy to prove (2) using the "basic definition, of J .
BOTES. (l) If A is a algebra? X and Y are Hilbert
spaces and a—» T and a—are *—representations? Theorem 2cl cl
reduces to [20?? Theorem 4»4.«3i • (The condition in Theorem 2 that.
|{ «II. for. every at A is equivalent, in this case?
to the corresponding condition, given, in. i'20?? Theorem 4»4»3 .)
(2) It is clear that a more general result than. (2) of
Corollary 2 holds, viz.. if y e S(y) ?; then. jd (y) = Dv(u(y)) .X A.
(3,) If? in Corollary 2 ? Y is a Ililbert space? con¬
sideration of the mapping U shows that X. is also a Hilbert
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space.*- In this case, (2) of Corollary 2 reduces to
(®-axT *xt) - (Z^y-^y^) for all. aC.A . If,, in addition, A Is a
*—algebra and a —» 1 and a—>'f are *—representations, the a-8, 3, '
hove corollary reduces to ^20j % C ono liar?/ 4«4"5- e (It is easy to
verify that a cyclic *—representation on a Hilhert space is aut¬
omatically essential.)
We now proceed to investigate a generalisation of 'l_20j,
Theorem 4.4.8 • For the remainder of this section, HI will de¬
note a Hilhert space and a—$ T will he a representation.- of. A
3,
on K .
Wa introduce the following concept : let
a set of Ililhert spaces and. let a—^T. he a representation cf A
<r(2) a o
on, K - N • Suppose further, that for gr^ C , p^_ is
the natural projection of HI on K . Then the representation
a —*T is said to he a PROJECTIVE DIRECT SUM OF CYCLIC REPRESENT-
3,
ATIONS if it has the following properties :
(1) For each > the mapping a~*P T lv is a represent-& 3/1 ix.
cr
ation: of A on K„ «
<y
(2) For each <5 » there exists a family of suibspaces
iil.(A ic) : A («?")} of K^j. such., that :
(a) a(A1;or) and. H(^2 are orthogonal, if \ '
(h.) S(M(Xlff) S MA(^)) » .
(c) For each XcA(«r) f, there exists a strongly essential cyc-
lie representation, a—>T.^ of A on Ii(X;s) , such, thai the
direct sum. of the. representation^ 8. ->t}<o) (\<s/\(cr)) is de-
fined, and is unii.ar.ily equivalent (in a natural way) to the rep—
* i.e. the norm on X. is given By a'Hilhert space topology on X.<
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resentation a—5P T \v of A on K. »s ajK^ <T
NOTES, (l) The notion; of a direct sum of general represent-
ations on Hilbert space, is defined in? an obvious way. In. the a—
"hove definition., K^. is identified with a subspace of II in an
obvious, manner.
(2) Suppose that im the above definition,, A is a *~a_h>
gebra and a—> T. is a *-representation of A on II . Let
cl
<*•*)
b£ A and. <5"Oi » Using (l) of the above definition,,
P_T^,F«T, IC. = (0) . where P' = 1- P._ » I being the identity(T ifST tf v ' * c s
operator on H . Hence (TL^Kj. 2P*T^K^) - (0) , so that- T^K^o »
Thus a.<41 ,__ is a *—representation! of A on- K . Using this
aj Kjy.. o
observation, it is easyr to show,. that, in a natural, way, the rep¬
resentation a—*T! of A on. II" is unitarily equivalent to a
a
direct sum of cyclic *—representations of. A on Hilbert space.
We now prove the following theorem :
THEOREM 3d. Every strongly essential representation of an algebra
A on Hilbert space, is isometrically equivalent to a projective
direct sum of cyclic representations*
PROOF: Let a—* T be a strongly essential representation of A
a
on a Hilbert space H" •
We note that, if is a closed subspace of II which is in¬
variant under/the antis-irepresentation a ) (T )* , then the mapp-a
ing a—* PI ,1 is a strongly essential representation: of A on
ai
H^~ , where P is the natural, projection of H on »
Let; be the class of all. ordinal numbers whose cardinal,
numbers are less than' or equal, to 2^ , where is the cardinal
number o.£ the set-of closed-, subspaces of H' •
Using transfinite recursion,, we define for each <f*51 a
pair. (Hi^,Kg) , where FL^, and are closed subspaces of II
satisfying the following conditions :
(1) is an invariant subspace of If. with respect to the anti--
representation. a ~>(Ta)* • (Thus the mapping a P_T « ^ is a
strongly essential representation of. A on E' , where P is the& o
natural projection! of H on. H- •)
(2) ILf + (Q) , there exists a maxims,! family of non-zero,
mutually orthogonal, cyclic subspaees
c -»
It for the representation a—T.1 iTT such that
O c a»n(j.
Ka = S(H(\}tf) : M/\(e)) . l£ H.tf-(0) , K^- (0) .
(3) if % is an ordinal less thani <5 , Kc: IC_f <\ H »
to »*•
(For convenience we shall, denote P_T » by T. , where
af Ar-
a € A and St.) In connection: with (2) , we note that if for
<5€ St,. H^y. 4 (0) ? there do exist; maximal families of non-zero
mnrfeually orthogonal cyclic subspaces of E._ with respect to the
Q
representation a—^T*5" | this follows using Theorem 1 • (Seea
the proof of L20], Theorem 4.»4»c «) Hence, if H (0) has
been defined, it is always possible to obtain a subspace of II
which satisfies the conditions imposed on, in. (2) »
We now construct-the pairs (H^yK^) (ff <£hd) using transfin—
ite recursion.
Let, Kq - II. , and liet Kq be any. subspuce of II satisfying
(2) • This defines the first pair (H0,Kq ) •
Now let #€ SI and suppose that (ll^K-J has been, defined in
accordance with the above specified conditions for every ordinal. %
where
If <5~ has a predecessor <S" * , define = hi A H_» « In
o o o
this case , since if . is an Invariant suhscace of the anti-rep—
resentation. a -*(T )* (V (1)), and as K ,, is invariant undercl O
the representation a —VP*" ("by (2)), II is a closed invariant
suhspace of the ant.i—representation a —%(T )* • Hence, the3/
mapping a-» T is a representation of A on H,. . If I-I- = (0),3/ v O
the choice, of K^. - (0) certainly satisfies all the required con¬
ditions. If, however, Kg. f= (0) , let K^.. he any suhspace of
satisfying (2) . Then (E^PL.) satisfies (l) and. (2) • If.
%< € , E_C PL, C r\ BL hy hypothesis; for c' itself,■40 <J '(} y
E^cK./fiLf by construction. Hence (H ,K .) satisfies (3).
w w- * v o O
If cf has no predecessor, define If = H . H is
^ hQ I -7
clearly a closed suhspace of H • By condition (l), each H__
o
(lT) is an invariant subspace for the anti—representation
a—)* « Hence, satisfies condition (l.) • If. 'Tf < c5 ,a o
-1-
/ \
K__ A lig, j, so that (3) is satisfied. Finally,
choosing Kg. to he a closed sub space of If.^. satisfying (2), we
see that satisfies all the requisite conditions® Thus
C"">
the pairs (PI .K ) are defined for all
CS <S
How, Let c5",Arc?b>c, where "Ar< e< ; then- K,C H,C , so? ' f, 3 -p—
that, if K t (0) , LtL for <f . It follows that if
V ' w
^ (0) for every <5 <r b i., then ^ K^, whenever A"" 4= <5 ; how—
o
ever, if this were possible, the choice of b L would be contradic¬
ted. Hence there exists c *51 such that I{_ = (0) . Let of he
o
the smallest; ordinal in h <L such that: K^, « (0) , and let
d? — • We now show that £lC^_ : *T£ = (0) .
Let x € : "S"" ^ | • We prove using transfinite induc¬
tion that; X£H' for each f £ d> • Clearly x £Hn « Let or £ &
and. suppose that xcHT for every ^<<3" » If (T has a pr.ede-
cessor CX ' 3 we have xeH fC\ K^7 = H » If, on the other handl¬
er has na predecessor, x € I & = II . , Thus x t II for every
tr cr <r
<5'<£.§ .
Now, if <=* has a predecessor ex' , ail€ 5 and
(0) = II = H A K V, , he. K , - H . . Hence x.fcK ,A K*h - (0) *5( i/> of "Sf "A
On the other hand, if ck has no predecessor, x ■£ ^H_,= H — (Oj
Thus A K = (0) « Hence S(lC_ : 6. £ $ ) = H *
7-c& r $
For iS t <J> , let K£~ S(H.(x>tf) : X€"A(<>)) , where
is a maximal family of non-zero, mutually or¬
thogonal. subspaces of H_ which are cyclic with respect "fro the rep
° (?)
<r 1 <-*A ; / \ ~
resentation a—»T • Let K_ » > H(X;<r) « As in f20f, Theo-
a <X v ' y
rem 4»4*8 there exists a natural, isometry Uh- mapping IC^ onto
K „ , given by U- f = , where f€K^I • For 7\t /\ (,r) ,
x XcA»
denote by a—*T the restriction of the representation a —?»T
8/ a
Since for a eA , X <£ /\ (6 ) ? \| T^ii <. Ht 1] , the direct' sum
to the subspace HCWcr) .
a ' ~ !• a-
of the representations a—^T^ is defined, and is a representation
<CT li
a on. K^. • As in £20j, Theorem 4*4»8 $ we have
Now let Ii"^ be the direct-sura of the Hilbert spaces
£K^. : <T€ , Since II = S(K^ : cT€T ) , it is clear that there
exists an isometric mapping H of 11^ onto II given by
Uf - U._,f (cr) (f<£ H1) ♦ It is obvious that Uj^.1. - , vrhere
1 6<s 5 * c* i
Ky is identified in an obvious way with a subspaoe of E. ' « For.
a€.A o define "the operator on "by — U "*T U • It is
3, ct 2.
aasily verified that a -V£„ is a (strongly- essentiai) represent—S/
atioit of A on and is IsometricaULy equivalent: to the rep¬
resentation a-4T
a
Let tt b.e the natural projection) of ii"1" on for
o o
6*£<|p • To show that a is a projective direct sum of cyc¬
lic representations of A on ? we Prove that'., for aeA ?
or i
H'7*' irA ~ f « Let f €K . Then, for a £A ?1 2. fir * '
<£ ,|KaiK "a
— * .—■ _i — —i c
LI f = ilU T Uf « (j U T U f = |l IF T Uf(Ja $ a ' Vr aij 6 a <?
—— —1 f --*■■ cf ir
= h u \r f =- it f = ft .ff «■ a <j a a
The theorem- is thus established,
HO IE. If A is a *—algebra and a—»T is a representation,
of A on H,. J Theorem 3; reduces to £20j? Theorem 4,4.8 ,
Finally we examine a generalisation of [20] » Theorem 4.4*12 »
We require the following definitions :
DEFINITION. 2. Let G be a subalgebra of a algebra 3 9 '..here
E) contains an. Identity element 1 • Then G is said to be an
AHTI—SYl'IIiETRIC SU3ALGESRA of B provided C A C*Cll .
DEFINITION 3.. Let E be a Eilbert space and A be a subalgebra
of b.(h) * Denote by- a* the set ^t4-" : f a"|- , Then the pair
of algebras* (A,.A*) is said to be MUTUALLY IRREDUCIBLE on K if
there is no (non—zero) ©based subspace of H which, is invariant,
with respect to both A end A* .
We now prove the following generalisation of £20]? Theorem 4.4*12
THEOREM 4* Let H be a Hilbert space and a any subalgebra of
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B(EC) • Then (A,A*) in mutually irreducible on II if and only
if the centraliser D of A in. B(h) is an: anti-symmetric subs-
algebra of B(H) .
PROOF: Suppose firstly that (A,.A*) is mutually irreducible on
HI and that: D 1 * where I is the identity element of
B.(h) • Then there exists T"£ D such that T^.(£I and T* = T r.
How let C be the *—subalgebra of B(h) generated by the el ¬
ements of A u A* • Since (A>.A*) is mutually irreducible on
HE * G is an: irreducible algebra of operators on II. • Hence, by
l?°h Theorem 4.4• 12 , the centraliser of C in B(h) is (CI .
But, since T* — T , T commutes with ali the elements ox
C , so that T Q. <£. X . This contradicts the choice of T . Hence
D is an acati—symmetric suhalgebra of B.(ll) •
Now suppose that: (A,A*) is not mutually irreducible on H »
Examination of the first part of the proof of f_20 Theorem
4.4.12 shows that,; in this case, there exists a self-adjoint pro-
jeotiom operator P % which is neither 0 not I ,, contained in
D y, so that: D cannot be an anti—symmetric subalgebra of B(ll) »
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
It; is obvious that if A « A* , the above theorem reduces to
t20j,. Theorem 4»4»12 •
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(2.2) REPRESENTATIONS ON IIILBERT SPACES.
In.' the standard theory; of Banach *—algebras, there is a
close relationship between positive functions,Is and *—represents-
ations on Hilhert space.
in, a more general context in. which the notion, of a *—repres¬
entation:. on a Hil.bert space is replaced by that; of a dual repres¬
entation on. a pair of Banach spaces in. normecL duality, F. F. Bon¬
sai!.. and J. Duncan show in [5] that there is a fundamental con¬
nection between the bounded linear functionals on and the dual,
representations of a Banach algebra.
In this section, we develop a representation, theory which
mediates between the special theory of representations of a Ban—
ach *—algebra and the general theory of dual representations of a
Banach algebra, viz;, a theory of representations of .a Banach al¬
gebra. on'gilbert space.
Our approach to this study starts out from what is essent¬
ially a special case of £5.]?. Theorem 3> • However, as the theory
develops, the effect of the special properties of a Hilbert space
becomes apparent. The linear functional relevant in this situa¬
tion:. is that which, we have celled "the generalised positive fun¬
ctional." *
Let and. Z be vector spaces and suppose that J is a
bilinear mapping of Y*X into Z , i.e. for X ,. y^y^C Y
and -N ,/>>• , we have
j(yx + y2>x1 + + J(yLjtx2) + J(y2yXi) + J(yo?x2^ *
and J (Xy1,^jxL) » \jjJ .
For convenience,,., if xSX and ycY , we shall write
yox « J(y,pt) •
Now suppose that, in; addition, there exists an anti-linear
bEjection; x —£ x. of X onto Y • We say that a linear func¬
tional F defined on Z is a GENERALISED POSITIVE FUNCTIONAL
with respect to (X,Y,Z,o$ifc) if and only if, for each xeX ,
F(x ox) <£ 0 , The following simple lemma gives certain impor¬
tant elementary properties of generalised positive functionals :
these properties are obvious analogues of corresponding properties
of positive functionals on a algebra.
LEMMA 1* Let F be a generalised positive functional with res¬
pect to (X,Y,ZJ,®*,#) » Then,, for x^,x^<£ X , we have
iF(x^o x2)I 2 < F(x*o 5sl)f(x*o x2) and F(x^o xg) = F(x^cx^) »
PROOF: The proof is formally identical to that used in \20l, pp.
212 — 213 in connection with positive functionals.
Now, let A be an algebra, and let F be a linear function¬
al defined on; A • We can. define in a natural way a bilinear
mapping "o" of Y^xXj,-^ Z^ given by y'o xf = (yx) ' , where
y t y'<£ Y^, , x tx'€ X^ and (yx) 1 = yx + Z? • It is easily ver¬
ified, that "o" is a well-defined mapping. (See £5j* section 4»)
Let F1 be the linear functional, defined on the (one-dimensicnal)
space Zj, by F'(x') = F(x) (xf x'fe Z^) • We introduce the
following definition :
DEFINITION 1 . A linear functional F on. A is said to he a
GENERALISED POSITIVE FUNCTIONAL on. A if there exists an anti-
linear bisection x' —£(x') of X„ onto such that Ff is
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a generalised positive functional with respect to (Xp jYj, j,Z^, , 0 j,'#"-) .
ip f
(i.e« <Cx' , (xT) 0 for. all in: the notation of [_5,!-
NOTE. It- is easy to see that if A is a *—algebra,, every, pos¬
itive functional, on A is a generalised positive functions,!, on 30
The converse is obviously untrue.
We now give an example of a generalised positive functional or.
an algebra A which illustrates Definition. 1 .
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = *j: x,y,zc<C£ » A Ls an algebra x-jith.
the usual multiplication. We define the linear functional P on
A "by ® *P = x + y + s (x,y?z ?.-(!_ } , It- is easily verified.
that- Lp - : Ta^c] and Kg, = *1 : be C} • Let
\t - rx *1 for some x.y,zcC • Define xx, = ! ?- — * ~i . Let
Ly z j ™ 9 1 jjgac y + zj
uf » xr + Lg, and u^" » u^ + . Then the mapping u' —*-u^" is
well—defined, and is an. anti—linear bisection of Xg, onto Y^, .
In¬
putting (u1) « u_" (ue.a) , it is easily verified that, P is a
generalised positive functional on A with respect to the mapping
u« (u'fiXg,) .
We require the following. definition.■ (See £20j , p.. 21.3 .)
DEFINITION! 2* Let X, Y and Z "be vector spaces, 'if repres-
ent 3, bilinear mapping of Y.xX into Z and x-> x be an an'ci—
linear, bxj.eo.tion of X onto Y. . Suppose that P is a general¬
ised positive functional on Z with respect to (X,Y,Z,;o ,j$) and
that a—>L„ is a representation of an algebra A on the spacea
X . Then P is said to be ADKISSABLE with respect to the repres¬
entation: a if j. for each a€ A , there exists a constant,a
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M S 0 such that fT(L„u) a (L u)f < M F(uou) for all ui€X »Si ^ 0* cL . 3/
In.' particular,, if F is a generalised positive functional on A ,
we say that F is ADMISSIBLE on A if F Is admlssable with, res
pect to the representation a -^T^ of A on X^ »
Tlie following three theorems deal with essentially the same
situation, but for convenience, we have separated them.
With a few modifications, Theorem 1 Is a special case of (51?
Theorem 3. • In the latter theorem, Bonsall and Duncan obtain sorae
of the properties of a dual, representation a —£T of a Banacli. al
Si
gebra on (X,X,:<,>) (where X and T. are Banacli spaces in
norrned; duality under a bilinear form ( , )) for which there exist
tope-logically cyclic vectors x^ in X and in Y . In Theo
rem I of the sequel, X and Y." are each replaced by a Hilbert
space H , the Inner product on H' talcing over the role of the bi
linear form < * > • In these results, we shall assume that A ,
II and the representation in question.- are proper.
THEOREM 1 • Let a—>T be a representation of an algebra A
a
on a Hilbert: space H , and suppose that Xq and y^ are to.po—
logically cyclic, vectors in H for the representation a —*TSi
and the anti—-representation. a,—>(T )* respectively. Then thereSi
exists a line ax functional F defined, on: A with, the following
properties :
(1) -£aCA : Tax0 ~ o} , Kj, - <a*A : (Ta)*y0 - 0 J .
(2) There exists a linear (resp* anti-linear) monoiaorpixism U
(reap. V ) mapping Xj, (resp. ) onto a dense subspace of II
(3) For „ ycyUY.?, , F'(y'ox«) - (Ux',Vy«) ,
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where we are using notations defined, earlier in the section.
PROOFS The proof is almost identical, to that used in \5|» Theor¬
em 3i * We define the linear functional. F on, A by
F(a) = (&€A) * IF and V are defined by
U&-' " (xgx'cXj,) and. Vy« » (Ty)*y0 (if £ y1 & Tp) •
The rest of the proof is routine verification.
THEOREM 2 . Let a ~>T be the representation of A discuss—
ci
ed iim Theorem 1 . Then,, in the natation, of Theorem 19 we also
have :
(1) There exist pre—IIil.bert space topologies "^5(Xp) and
on, the spaces- Xp and Yp respectively with, respect to
which U1 and V are isometries.
(2) Let Xj, (reap. Yp ) denote the completion, of Xp (resp.
Yp ) with, respect to j[(Xp) (resp. 'j(Y^) ) « Them there ex—
-#r _ _.
iists an anti—linear, isometry u->-u of Xp onto Yp and a bi¬
linear mapping "c" of YpXXp onto Zp such, that E' is a
generalised, positive functional on Z_ with respect to
JD.
PROOF: (l) For x'^y'feXp , define (x,,yl)p ~ (Ux1/Jy1) .
Since ff is a HAlbert spaa® and U. is a linear monomorpMsm, it
is clear that ( , ) ^ is an inner product on Xp , so that Xp
becomes a pre-Holhert space under the topology 2500 induced
on, Xp by ( , « It is clear that U is a linear isometry
from Xp into H when the former space is equipped with the norm
derivad from ^J(Xp) •
A similar arguement applies mutatis mutandis to Yp and V .
* v*. rvcr^rx oyn XF . VpJ A
XJ(xF) c cYp))
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It. will, always Is assumed, in., the sequel that. X^ and Yg are
equipped, with the topologies ^(Xg) and. o(X-g) respectively.
(2) Let; Xj, (resp.. Yg ) he the completion. of Xg (resp. Yg )
with respect to the topology ^j5(Xg) (resp. ^J(Xg) ) . We de¬
note each of the norms orr. X_ and Yg hy j! * jj *
Since UXg. is dense in H and. U; is a linear isometry, II
©an; he. extended, uniquely to a linear isometry II of Xg onto H.
Similarly, V can be. extended, uniquely to an anti-linear isometry
of Y„ onto H .
E
NCcw,. for each u.£X_-, , let u. » (v) dfu . It; is easily vcr-
i#*.
ified that the mapping u.—Vu defines an anti—linear isometry of.
X^ onto. Y~ .
We now show that; the mapping (y• ,xf)—-*E1 (y1 ox') (x1 6Xg ,
y 'cYy) of Yg* Xg onto (£ is continuous. Let {x^} and ^yj
he. sequences in A for which, lim.# (y*sx*) = 0 in Y„x X^ ,
*1^ Oo H-'- II J--
where » for each. n«N , y4€.-Y^, and. x'cJL • Then, y' —V 0 in7 ^ "n P n E n
Yg and xl—>0 in Xg as n-»<X>. Now,, for n^N ,
I f' (y' o x.®) | I F(y x )| = 1 (T T xnyyn)!' v m ny' ■ wn n" y x 0™ Cr
n v'n
Hence lim;. F^y'ox') =0 , so that the mapping
r» ao 11 H
(y» 3.x') —» E1 (y' o x') (y'fc Yg t xf€ Xg) is continuous. Hence
the bilinear form (y' ,x')—>E' (y •o x») (y«e Yg j x«€ Xg) may. be
extended, to a continuous bilinear form J mapping Yg * Xg onto
<£_ • Now, for v<k YL. and u£X„ , we define von to be that' E E
element x1 of Zg for which. j(v,Ui) = P'Cx') , Then "0" de¬
fines a bilinear mapping of Yg x Xg onto Zg •
Finally,, we must show that; P1 is a generalised positive fun-
ctional. on Z^, with reapeait to (Xg,,Y"p,Zp,o?#) •
Let- u.£.Xg, anA lxr]. and {y^ be sequences in A such, that
Mm. x1 « ul and lim» y* « u.^% where x5 -feX-, and y» tX„ for
rwoo n n-*«> n 1 n IF n F
each. n€ H . Then Uu. « lira.. T xA , Vu*= lira. (T )*-yA and
_ **»<* xa yn
Utt = Vu. .
Since the mapping (v,u) —* F* (tcu) of Y^xX,-, onto <L_ is
continuous , F'(u ou) «* lim. B'^ox') = lira. F(y x )
|*\ -«««&r0<y H H 3j£
^ = ^ali2> 0 .n n n
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
COROLLARY.. If Xq and y^ are cyclic vectors in H for the
mappings a~» T and. a —t»(T )* respectively, then FB, B,
erali.sed positive functional on A •
If a -* T: is a representation, of A on the Hil'bert space
s»
Hi . we define S = i"aeA i there exists tigA such that
(T )* = T~f . If the above representation is, in addition,a' h.> '
faithful, then S is a *—algebra in an: obvious way.
THEOREM 3 • Let; a—J>T be the representation of A in Theorem .
cl
2 • Then, in tlie notations of Theorem 2 and the above, we have :
(1) For each a€ A , T^ (resp. ) is continuous on Xg,
(resp« Y_ ) and so may be extended to a continuous linear oper-Jj-
ator T^ (resp. S® ) on XT (resp. Yt, ).
cl 3. J? Jj
(2) The representation a on Xg, Is isometrically equi¬
valent to the representation a —a»T. on H .
cl
/ \ 'tJ?
(3) F' is admissable with respect to the representation a—>xcl
on X^ .
(4) If u.-£x; and a, o€S where (T^)* = Ta , then
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(5) Let; a,b 6S where ('^)* - ®a » Then* if ~ y^ ,
-4f-
(a') = "&>' r where ata'e X^, and h £ L' (* .
PROOFS (l) Let- a<£ A andi suppose that: fxn j" Is a sequence
im A for which x'—vO as n-*•eyo , where x g xs g X,-, for each
n 1 n u T
afiS • We show that, T^x1 -»0 as n -»ec * By; the continuity of
a n
Uj , T.xnes uk'—*>0 as n.~±c*u> . Hence
a
lira., U(T^x' ) - lira, T T. in = 0 .
v>—a r\-joo> a x^ 0
Thus lira* T^x' ® 0 so that T^ is continuous an 3L, • A
i\-^ao a n a
jp
similar arguement shows that S is continuous on Y_ *
CU £.
(2) It. is immediate that the mapping a—>*T; is a represent-
ct
ation. of A on. X_ » We shall, prove (2) by showing that? for
each a6A , UH? =111, •
a a
Let: Xfe x:' £ • Theny for atA %
(ur)(x») -UT((aac)«) ~ Ta(Tx*Cp " •
Using the facts that X^: is dense in? and. that all of the
mappings, concerned are continuous,, the required result follows.
(3) Fix a<c A and let ufeX^ • Then , as in the proof of
Theorem 2, (3) ,.and using (2) of the present, theorem,
F«|($®u)*o (t[u)} = jj U('#u) 11 2 - \\ Ta(Uu)l! 2
< ||Tjj 2/}Uui|2 « \|Ta{j2F(uo u) .
The required result, now follows immediately,
(4.) By an arguement similar to that: used in (2) , it may b.e
shown that = (T )*V (a€:A) « Let a,L k. S where = T
and u?«X^ . Then:
U(tJu) « T.a(Uu) = Ta(¥u#) = [(Tb)^](u#) = .
Hence (IT u) = S, (u; ) .3, Q-
(5) Finally suppose x^ = y^ and a?lS»6S where (T-,q)* = .
Then^ with a* €. X^, and "bo1 €. Xj, t Fa* = = (X^)*"Xq = W »
#
Renee (a*) = b' as required*
It is clear that, in. the above theorem ^ if x^ and y^ are
cyclic vectors in. H for. the mappings a —->1.^ and. a -—?(T_j*" ,
F is an admissahle generalised positive functional, on A •
We now ask. the following question : given a generalised pos¬
itive functional. F on an algebra A , when is F associated in
a natural, way with a representation of A on' some Hilbert space?
The following theorem answers the above question « (See
120], The o rem 4.0 5»4 •)
THEOREM 4,. Let A he an algebra and F be an admissaMe gener¬
alised. positive functional on A » Then there exists a represent¬
ation a —»T of A on a Hilbert space H with the following
3.
properties :
(1) The kernel, of the representation: is P .J}
(2) There exists a linear mapping x.—>f of A onto a dense
subspace of H such that;
BV«((x»)*<© (ax:)') » (Tafx»fx) ( ) . 7.', (ay.) '
(3) If A has an> identity element 1. s there exist vectors f
and g in H! which are topal.ogic.ally cyclic for the mappings
a —>T; and a -^(T )"" such that.
F(a) = (Taf,.g) (aa) .
PROOF: For x,.y£A x',y'£Xg, s define
11_-
(x«,y) ~ F«((y«) o (x')) ,
* VW ,^ 5- )&b )CaJ^r^ ^5 ccv^c^; WN
where x' —^(x') is that anti-linear bisection mapping X^, onto
which is associated with E • It. is clear that ( % ) de¬
fines are. inner product on X_ j we denote by |l' !! the norm induced,
on: Xg, "by ( ) .
SInoe F is admissable on A , it. follows that, for. each
a£ A % T^ is a "bounded linear operator 011 Xp • Let H "be the.
completion of X^ with respect to |i * ; then II is clearly a
Hilbert space, and, for each a£A , can be uniquely extended
to a continuous linear operator T on. K. . The mapping a—
is the required representation.
(1.) If a^A and T = 0 , then T^ = 0 ,, i.e. = 0 for8/ 2/ c.«
all x« jf'ijX,, . Using this fact and the fact that the mappingJb'
rP
x* —^(x*) of X_ into 1_ is a surjectiorrk we. see thatD. jj
F(yaoc). - 0 for all. x,;y £ A » Hence a$P_, . Since is dear-
JD-' J?
ly contained, ins the kernel, of the repesentation a ~>T"' , the re-cl
quired result follows.
(2) For x £A let f^ = x1 , where x'«&Xj, • It is very easy
to verify that the mapping x<-»£ satisfies, all the required pro—
3C
perties»
(3) Finally,, let A possess an Identity element 1 . In the
notation, of. (2) , iit is clear that f - fn is a topologically eye-•L.
lie vector im H for the representation! a —>T »
a
Let aCA and x:',y* €X_, • Then
(^Vy') « ®,((yt) O (ax) ') = P(y2ax) (yge (y*) )
= 2,(S®[(y,j*jf o x') - (x',(Ta)«y«) .
Hence = SaBy'^J *
How define the vector g in X^, by (g) = 1* (l€ l'£ T^,) .
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Then a £ aJ = |s^lO 2 a£ A , 161'Slj,} = Yp .
Hence ^£(^a)*s3 : a ^ A*|" = X^ , so that g Is a top o logically
cyclic vector in H for the anti-representation a —>(T )* .a
Lastlys if a6A » (T f,g) » E»fg® (T f)l » F(a) .a '■* a
Let A "be an algebra for. which there exists an anti-linear
*44-
infection, x —»x of A into A } let R be the range of this
injjaction* A linear functional F on. A is said to be a POS¬
ITIVE FUNCTIONAL on A if F is a generalised positive function¬
al with, respect to (A3R5A3XT where "y" represents the mult—
iplic.ati.on of A • (in more familiar language} - this stateb that
/ #
E(x x) St 0 for aJi. x£A % tixe. "x" being omitted in accordance
with, the usual, notation*)
Let F be a positive functional on A « Then for Xjy<£. A ?
we. have, by Lemma 1? F(x y) » F(y x) * It follows that
(Lp) C Kj , where we are using an. obvious notation*
Now suppose that the following condition holds :
R +■ Kp — A .»•••»( l) «
it
Let x€ A and. x £ Kp • Then if UA , there exist (by (l))
•ifc
ac A and h&Kp such that z » a f k , Then
i4r #*
S(zx) = F(a x) = F(x a) = 0 . Hence xaL^ . Thus (Lp) = Kp O R
It follows that the mapping x' (x ) • (x.e A s x'c ^
(x )lfeYp) is an anti-linear bisection of Xp onto.. Yp »
Suppose now that G is a generalised positive functional, on
WG)
A 3 and that the mapping x* —> (x') (x'€Xn) is the anti-
linear. bisection from X„ onto. Y~ associated with G . G is
u U-
7'
said to be COMPATIBLE with respect to the (above) injection
x -*■ x^ on A ifjf. for each x«. A ? x*^ +• = (x + L^)^^ •
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The above discussion, suggests the following question, s if P
is-; a set; of generalised positive functional^; on A , under what;
conditions does there exist a unique anti-linear injection mapping
A into A with respect to which each element of P is compat¬
ible? This question is answered in the following theorem.
THEOREM 5-» Let" P he a (nan—empty) set of generalised positive
functionals defined on an algebra A f for each PfcP 9 denote by
xf —^(x' (x1 6 Xj,) the anti—linear mapping of Xj, onto
Xj., associated with. E » For x £ A , let
S(x) « H{(x + j F-cp] .
Then there exists a unique anti—linear injection x—>x of A
into A with re spec it to which each. FC.P is compatible if and
only- if. :
(1) S(x) 4 4 for each x£A •
(2) For xeA , S(x) = {o\ if and only if. x. = 0 .
PROOF* Suppose that there exists an antil-linear injection
x —>x. on A with respect, to which each EC P is compatible»
Let; it A and. PC P . Then x*k.(x. + . Thus x^"sS(z)
and so S(x) f (p, Further , if S(x) - fo} , x = 0 , so that.
ifc
x = 0 . We show that, when the injection as —*x~ is unique in the
sense indicated in- is he statement of the theorem^ S(0) = (0) .
Suppose that. S(0) 4^0} * Then there exists k. 4 0 in A
such that- k. C K-g,; : PC P} * Let; M = A ; x C C k j • Then
M is a subspace of A of dimension at; most one. Let <p be any
*
i
non-zero anti—linear functional on A which, vanishes on M and,
for x.€ A , define x* = x. + <£-(x)k . It is easily verified that
* i.e. for all X (£ y x,yc A , <p (Xx + uy) ~ k$(x) + ^f(y) •
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the mapping 2—*2* is aniidimearj further, if ,xg.A and.
x# = 0 , then x — <£>(~x)k . Thus x S C k: and therefore
£
tf>(x) ■= 0 , so that x. , and hence x , is 0 . Hence, the mapp¬
ing, x —»x* on A is. am anti—linear injection,
# / v£(F)
Finally-,, for x£A and F€:P , x* + « x + = (x') v ;,
so that: F is compatible with respect to the mapping x —* x* .
Silnce the mappings x X* and. x —y x on A are not identical,
the mapping x-*x cannot: have the uniqueness property mentioned
in-j the statement of the theorem » This proves the first part of
the theorem .
Suppose now that: p satisfies the conditions (l) and (2) .
Let x,y£ A * Then
S(x + y) = n{|> + y + : We?}
= D{[x + LF]^(lf) + [y + L]?]#{i?) : Fcp]
D s(x) -ir s(y) ,
using the fact, that both. 8(x) and S(y) are proper,
ifc(F)
Since the mapping xl—y (x*) (x*£ X,,) is an&i—linear
for each FfcP , it is clear thai. 3(}x) =5vS(x) (X^C, x 6 A) *
How, using (2) , we have (Q) = s(0) 3 S(x) + S(-x) for
each. i€A . Hence if xgA , S(x) — S(x) C (0) j thus S(x)
&
consists of exactly one element x for each xCA . It is dear
•#
that-the mapping x x: of A into A is to anti-linear injec¬
tion, and that each F in P is compatible with respect to this
mapping, lit is obvious that: the mapping x. x is the only anti-
linear injection on A with respect to which each F in P is
compatible. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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3 . BAHAC H. f-ALGEBRAS .
(3.1) PROPERTIES OF ^-ALGEBRAS.
In certain circumstances In the theory: of Banaoh algebras,
(for example.,,, when dealing with the second dual of a Banach. *—alg¬
ebra with continuous involution — see (O.l)) one is confronted
with, an algebra A on which is defined an (anti-linear) involu—
4~tion x—4x , the latter involution not necessarily satisfying
the anti—multiplicative condition (xy)"^ — y*x* for all x,ye A *
It seems relevant,,, therefore% to introduce the following
definition.
DEFMITIOE: 1 • A (Banach) algebra A is said, to be a (Banach)
algebra if there is given an anti—linear involution x-4 x
defined on A .
The study of such algebras is also, naturally suggested by the
considerations of (2,2) •
In this section, we examine some classes of.^-algebras,, ex¬
amples of which occur naturally in the theory of Banach. algebras.
We shall, he concerned withalgebras for which the multiplication
is explicitly related to the involution ; each of the relation¬
ships considered h elds for any algebra. (in Chapter 4 j we
study BanachA—algebras whose involutions satisfy metrical, rath¬
er than algebraicj conditions.)
The necessity of imposing constraints on a algebra is em¬
phasised by.- the easily proved fact that, any E'amel. basis of a lia<-
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ear space gives rise to an anti—linear involution, on the space I
(it. would, he of interest, to know if there exists a continuous anti-
linear involution on every Banacu space.)
Let A be a ^—algebra. h(a) » |x£A : x^~- x £ is the set
of. self—adijoint; elements of. A • We consider the following poss—
ible conditions on; A »
(C*) lor h.€ H.(A) , h2& E(A) .
(jj) (x11)^ = (x^)a j, for all x <£ A and &.£ II »
(if) xx € H.(A) for all x.f A .
(£) If h?k:€ R:(a) ? i(hk - kh) & E.(A) »
4k. itir
(€) If x € A ? he If (A.) and, xh - hx. ? then x h. = hx .
(%) (xy= y**' x* , for all x,y<£ A .
The following theorem obtains certain relationships between
these, conditions. Part of (2) of the following theorem is con¬
tained, implicit ly in £24J «>
THEOREM 1 « Let, A be a ^—algebra,. Then,, on A *
(1) (<*) is equivalent, to (?) •
(2) no and «) are each equivalent, to (or) and ($) together.
(3) (9) ir-ipliss (e) .
PROOF: (l) Clearly (/?) implies («) • Suppose,,, then9 that; A
satisfies the condition (or) . Let x£A where x = h. + ik 9
where h. and lc belong to H(A) . Since la + kt& H(A) and
(h + k) 2 = h2 + k2 + (hie + kh) 9 we have hie + kkC H(A) . Thus
(x2)* - (h2 - k.2 + i(hle+ kh) )*" « (x^)2 .*
Row, if z,t A A g vie have [(z + t)2J = (z^+ t^)2 ? so
* c»f. the latter part, of the proof of (l.l)j,, Theorem,
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it tt ifc. it
that (zt. + tz) = z t + t z .
Suppose that- 1c is a positive, integer greater than 1 } and
that xGA such that, (x^ = (x^")lc ~ 1 * Then
(sk)*- -|£x.xfc " 1 + xk " lx]*- * £x* (xk - *)*+ (-1C - b***!
-(**)* .
An obvious induction arguement now shows that (<x) implies
(2) It is. clear, that if (® is true % then (15") is true. Suppose
that (Tf) is. true . Then (<*) is also true. Let ky,lc£.H (A) % and
2 2 it
x ® h. + ik Since k + k + i(hk - kh) = jc*3C6 h:(a) j we have
i(hk — kh)€ H.(a) • Hen.ce {'X) implies both (&.) and (S) »
Einally, suppose that both of the conditions (■»<) and (§)
hold. Let, h,k.€Hi:(A) • We show that (hk)"^" = kh • Let a - kk.
2
and. b> =»- kh . Since (k + k) <£ H(A) % we have a + b 6.K(a) ? and?
by. (£) j. we also have i(a — b.) 6 HI(a) »
#■ it .-fir. ^jr
He.no® a + h = a + h. and a ~ b = "b —a . Thus h = a
iAr it
and a « b » Heaoe (hk) « kh. •
Let Xj,,y€ A , x - h + ik and y = h^ + ik^ y where
hjh^jkfck^ II (A) . Them
(xy)^ - ~ + i(llic]_ + 1^)) ~ x"^ *
Hence (<*) and. (S) together imply ($) , and (2) is proved .
(3.) Assume now that (£) holds. Let x<£ A and hCH[(A) for
which xh = hx • If. x. = h^ +xk^ % where h^/k^G. RCA) } we have
(in -t- ik^)k = h(h^ + ik^) r so that (h^h - kh^) = i(hic^ — k^h) <.
Thus h^h - hh^£ IL(A) f\ iHl(A) = (0) . Hence kjh = hh^ and
k^k = hk^ j so that x. h ■= hx . Thus ($) implies (e) «
NOTE . It; is Glean that the condition (S) is equivalent to the
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fo lieu ring condition. : if. h^,,lc^ and h.€H(A) and
(b.^ + ik^)3i = b.(lL^ + ilc^) , then hh^ = iu^k and. iik^ = k^h .
We notv give examples of "^—algebras which. illustrate the a-
bove conditions.
EXAMPLE 1 • Let X. he a Banach space on which is defined a con-
tiniiDUs anti—iLirtear iirrolu&iiofr x x « (Many of. the most fam—
iliar Banaoh spaces possess natural involutions of thin type.)
4J."
For an operator. T. 6B(X) , define the operator T- " in B(x) "by
(I*)(x) - (H(x*))* (MI) » It is clear, that the mapping
I defines a continuous anti—linear involution on
Etfc is interesting to note that; this involution is actually multi¬
plicative ? i*a. if and "belong to 3(x) r
(TlT2) <= T^" Eg j, and. hence in particular,satisfies condition;
(o() » (Bnnaeh algebras whose involutions satisfy the above
multiplicative condition,are, perhaps worthy of study • However,
we shall not prosecute this topic in this thesis.)
EXAMPLE 2 » Let A be a Banach *-algebra with, continuous invol¬
ution • Then, as detailed in (O.l) , there exists a nat¬
ural. antir-linearr involution defined on A" »
If, in, addition, A is commutative, the involution uu,
satisfies condition (of) for each, of the Areas multiplications on
A" • (See (0.1), Lemma and Theorem 8.)
We note that if A is any commutative —algebra, conditions
<S) and ($) are automatically satisfied.
We now introduce the notion'of a (x , o ,& )—algebra ; formally,
the notions of a (x ,o ,#* )—algebra and a algebra are. identical,
toufo the notations associated with the former are sometimes eco]>-
omical. and suggestive,.
Let. A he. a algebra and denote the given multiplication
in. A by "x" • For s,yg A , define x a y - (y > x ) « It is
easily verified that, "o" defines an associative multiplication, on
A » When we wish to stress the two multiplications "x" and.
on A 3, we say that. A is a )—algebra •
It is clear that the above notation is motivated by the rel¬
ationship.. (described, in (0,1) 9 Theorem 8) between the involution
and the Arens multiplications on the second, duel of a Banach *—■
algebra with., continuous involution. The situation described in
(0*1)3 Theorem 8 also suggests the following notion, A (;*,o?||:)-
algebra A is said to be a BAHAC II (>< 5o j#)—ALGEBRA if there exists
a norm II • f! on A with respect to which. A Is a Banach algebra,
under each of the multiplications !,x" and "0;! ,
In general3 if A is. a —algebra and A is a. Banach
algebra, with respect to the multiplication "x" for a norm * H
on A j then A is also a. Banach algebra, under the multiplication
"0" for the norm j| * 11^ 9 where% for x£A 3 It x II ^ ,
Let.; A he a Banach (x'y© )—algebra • Let 3p. (x) (resp,
A
SpQ(x) ) and1 R^ (resp, ) denote respectively the spectrum of.
an element, x in A and the radical of A for the multiplication
"x" (resp* "p" ) . We then have the following simple results.
The first, three of these results hold for a general (x.?©3^)-alge¬
bra,
(F) SpJf(x) = Spo(x*) (x€ A) .
(2) (Kk)'#:-R0 .
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(3) If A possesses arr Identify element 1. for the multiplier
4t
atiorc "x" % then 1 is the identity element of A for the multr
iplication "q" .
(4) If R^ = (0) } then, the involution x x is continuous*
( TThis latter, fact, is a consequence of [l3j} Theorem 2 .)
We now proceed to examine certain salient features of those
lianaeh algebras which satisfy one or more of the conditions de¬
tailed at, the beginning of this section# We commence by consid¬
ering a Banach fp—algebra, A which.;, satisfies condition (tt) •
LEMMA Hi « Let A b© s. ■|t* •"•■cil0*©bxtq, s3*tiisfyin^ c oxiclit ion.. («o . if
A possesses an. identity element; 1 9 then 1. = 1 «
PROOF: Suppose that A possesses an identity element 1 « By
Theorem ls, (l) % (l*^)2 - l"^"* * Also
j~(l - 1^ f"] 2 = [(1 - SO that
# #■
Id - 21 + 1 = 1. - 21. + 1 # Thus 1=1 .
LEMMA 2 Let; A be a Banach -dfc—algebra which, satisfies con¬
dition. (<*) 5 possesses an identity element. 1 and. has continuous
involution# Then. A also satisfies the following condition :
ik i
if x<2 A and Re Sp(x) > 0 ? then 3p(x)n*-Sp(x ) = »
(We shall refer to this condition as "condition (l)" ®)
PROOF: There exists such. that. ftx^l! < C \lx^\ for all
xCA f, since the involution is continuous# Let x£A • By Theo¬
rem 1 % (l) 2 (x^"")11 for each, nth j, so that
It (x*)n |i = jl (x11)^!! <, C \\ x11!! for each • It easily
U
follows that" p(x*) «f(x) •
Nov; suppose that Re Sp(x) > 0 r and let
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Uf «. f\«£t tl ~ Xi < 1} and V » : Re X > 0} .
Since in is absorbing in. V and Sp(x) is a compact subset of
If 3 there exists K fclK** such, that (l/K)Sp(x) d U. , Thus, us—
ing Lemma 1, p(l — x /K) =* p(l — x/k) <1 * Mow if there ex-
ists X<£-Sp(x) O Sp(-x ) 3 Re A > 0 and —A£Sp(x ) . But
#
then p (1 — x /K) > 1 ,, and. a contradiction would, result.
Renee Sp(x) n Sp(~x ) « 0 ,
LEMMA 3 • Let A be a Banach —algebra with identity element
1 3which satisfies the conditions (x) and (l) » Let hits E(A)
and. suppose that Re Sp.(h) >0 . Then there exists x fell(A)
2
such that" x = h •
PROOF: By Gardner's square—root; result (see. (0,2)3. (d),(2) ) ,
2
there, exists a unique element" x<?_ A such that- x — h and
2 p
Re Sp(x) > 0 , Since, by Theorem 1 s (l.),, (x ) = (x ) ,, we
have, (x ) - h » Let X € Sp(x: ) , If Re X < 0 r. then , since
Re Sp(x) > 0 and = (x)^ , —X€Sp(x) , and. condition (l)
would be cont radio ted* Thus Re Sp(x ) 0 so that- x - x
COROLLARY . Let a be a Eanach. ti-algebra which satisfies the
condition. («*) 3.. has a continuous involution- and possesses an. id¬
entity element. 1 , Then if h<5 II(a) and Re Sp(h) > 0 , there
2
exists x € nth) such that- x = h .
NOTES, (l) The above result generalises Ford's lemma, (See
(0.2)3 (E) .)
(2) It would seem that condition (l) or some similar
condition is necessary for Lemma 3 "^° k® valid. Prima facie, one
might,- hope to show that if a Banach tlr—algebra. B satisfies con-
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diiioni («) , then Sp(x) =• Sp(x ) for all x£ 3 • Unfortunate—
ly, the fact, that, from tie assumption: xy = yx for x,y£ B we
can only infer that; (xy) = -|-(x y + y x. ) , seems to pre¬
clude this possibility •
(3.) The above Corollary may also be proved directly using, a,
wellr-known method* (See* for example, the proof of ': 2Ca , Lemma
4,.1.4 .)
THEOREM 2 * Let- A be a. Banach !$r>alge.hra with identity 1
which satisfies both (<x) end the condition (l) of Lemma 2 » Let
E be any positive functional, on, A « Then, if h 6 33(A) ,
|F(h)| t p(h)l(l) .
PBDOFj With, the help; of Lemmas 1 and 3 , the result is proved
by a standard argument: • (See, for example, [20"f, p» 214 •)
COROBBAHT . Let A be a Banaoh #—algebra with identity ele¬
ment which., satisfies («) and which, has continuous involution •
Then every positive functional on A is continuous •
We now prove a simple., but important, property of those Ban—
ach^fc—algebras which satisfy condition ((£_) »
THEOREM 3 • Bet A be a Banach 4^—algebra satisfying condition
(€) , and let hfe nil) • Then: there exists a closed- commutative
#•
subalgebra C of A with'the. properties that h.£C , C — C
and Sp_(x) = Sp(x) for each, x£ C .0
PROOF I Let C = anh B «= $x 4A : xh. = hx 'j • We show
jj-
that C = C • Bet x£ A for which xh. = hx • Since condi-
* See p. 41 •
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tion; (£.) is satisfied, x h = hx , so thai: L = L . Let
t i #
z €<rhf and 3cCL A E(A) • Since zk = kz , z k = kz ' ,,00
and, since L — L , z <2 {hi » Hence G — C .00
It; Is well-known, that for every x<£ C , Sp (x) — Sp(x) »0
COROLLART. . The ah.ove theorem is also, valid if A satisfies
condition (6) instead of condition (e) .
Let A be a Banaoh 4+—algebra j in accordance with the term¬
inology used in the theory of Banaoh -"■-algebras, (see [20 j, Def¬
inition 4*1.6) , we s.ay that the involution in A is HERIIITIAK
if Sp(h) CiR for all hi£H(A) .
We conclude this section by examining some results which
have been obtained for commutative Banacli algebras *
We make firstly ,; some observations which are analogues of
facts stated on £20j, p. 1S9 ♦
Let A be. a commutative Banach ^—algebra . In the
(x ,o,$) -notation introduced earlier , A is a Banaoh algebra for
each of. the multiplications and "0" . (See p. 48 •) Let




Let <£><= d>x , We may define the linear functioned 0 onX
A by ((p )(x) = 0(x ) (x€A) • It is clear that
cj50 • Vie define the mapping I of into by
10 = 4> , where ^ is easily verified that I is
a homeomorphiism of c5x onto <50 and that 0 '
^A$x (j?esp. ) being the A—boundary of
(re sp. (See £20], p. 14.2 .)
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We now discuss some properties of those commutative Banach
^-algebras which, have hermithan involutions .
THEOREM 4 • Let: A be a commutative Banach"H~ —algebra with
hermitian: involution and. radical R . Then for all A 9
#• & ft
(xy) - y x £ R .
PROOF; Let. x«A and J> 5 Since the involution is her—
A -— ■"
mitian, (x^) (tf) = x(^>) • ILence % if y A 9
((xyr-yr**)te) - *(<*)9(f) - mm*) - o .
The required result follows, immediately «
1I0TE . It is easy to see that in the situation of Theorem 4 y
R = R .
We now give a necessary and sufficient condition for the in¬
volution on a commutative Banach. $—algebra with identity element,
to be hermitian . This result is an analogue of £.20j ^ Lemma 4.2.1c
THEOREM 5., • Let A be a commutative Banach. algebra with id—
-jfc
entity element 1 and radical. R • Then x -*-x is a herraitian
involution on A if and only if L — l€- R and (x)) = p(xx" )
for. all x.€ A «.
PROOF; Suppose firstly that, the involution x x' is hermi—
/N
tiam • if cjS ^ 9 then (l )(£>) = l(^) = 1 ,> so that
tP
1 — le R . It is also clear that if it A we have
(xx* )(<£>) = jx(^>)|2 , so that; (p(x))2 = ^(xx^) for all x^ A .
This proves one implication of the theorem .
How suppose that' A satisfies the two conditions specified
above and that the involution on. A is not hermitian. . Then
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there exists h.£f|'.(A) and Sp(h) such that A = a + ibs
where a,b. € fR and h $ 0 , Let, u = (i/b) (h - al) . Then.
-|j ^ ^
u\ — u.CR , and there exists <f>€ a-1 such, that, u(<£) = i ,
For each ngN , let x. = (u + irtl) . Let n£N • Then' n
(1 + n.)^ < (p(x ))^ p(x x*) •v y ~ M v ur' Tv rt n y
How x x* « (ui + inl)(u^ - inl^)
11 11
- uu*+ ni(u»- ul*) + n .
4fc - ft
Since, u. - u\ and 1—1 belong to R , and as p(l ) - 1 y
2 *jf* 2
we have, for each n gN % (l + n) < p(uu. ) + n .As this is
obviously impossible for all n fell , the theorem is proved •
NOTE . It would be of interest to know if an analogue of f 20^,
Lemma 4»2.1 can be obtained for commutative Banach.ft -algebras
not necessarily containing identity elements .
We noxtf ask the following question i when does a commutative
Banach ft—algebra A with identity element have the property
that , if M is any maximal ideal of A , M is also a maximal
ideal of A ?
The next theorem ansxrers this question •
THEOREM 6 . Let A be a commutative Banach -algebra with id-
entity element: 1. . Then li is a maximal, ideal, of A for every
maximal. ide.al K of A if and only if A satisfies the follox-.;—
ing condition :
x€A and. 0 cSp(x) implies 0 €Sp(x ) .
dfc
PROOFS. It is easy to show that if Ii is a maximal ideal in. A
for every maximal ideal M of A y then the above condition is
satisfied.•
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Conversely , suppose that the above condition, is satisfied
it
and. that M is a maximal ideal in A . Then M is a subspace
of codimenaion 1. in A and further 9 by the above condition ,
44.
M consists of. singular elements of A * Hence , by (0,1) ,
Theorem 7 », M is a maximal, ideal, in A and the result is
proved »
COROLLARY' 1. . Suppose that A is a semi.—simple commutative
Ban-ach —algebra with identity 1. and that A satisfies the
condition detailed in the statement of Theorem 6 « Then , for all
x,x€A f x*y* » (xyCl^)""1)^ ,
4V
PROOF; (it is easily verified from Theorem 6 that 1. is a reg¬
ular element of A t so that the, required result is meaningful .)
Let • Then there exists (by Theorem 6) 4\jJ=- 5*
such that ^ « (N^) •
Let x€. A « Since x - x($)l*N^^we have
- $(*)#) - 0 > i»e. (x*)(<fi^) = x(<fi)(l^) (db^).^
.>> *
In particular , 1 » (l ) (4) (I ) (^>^. ) ? so that
) = ((1^ )"1) (p) . Thus
If Yi'€ A j. we have (?^T^ )*(<£) »■ («£ )((^J
- W»#) (y*) (<&*)
{!*-(j>) .
Hence , for all -\|T6 § A , ((x* y^)# - xy(L* )"1) (V) =0 , and
the required result follows •
COROLLARY 2 . Let, A be a semi—simple commutative Banach
algebra with identity 1. . Then A is a Banach. *-algebra under
the given involution x-»x if and only if, for each x£A ,
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Sp(x) = Sp(x^) .
Finally we give a generalisation of Corollary 2 «
THEOREM 7 »■ Let> A be a Banach ^—algebra satisfying the
following conditions :
(1) For hs!c€H:(A) t i(hk' - kh) H(a) .
(2.) H(a)\£o} has no topologically nilpotent. elements ®
(3) For each x:€A , Sp(x) = Sp(x^) .
Then A is a Sanaa! *—algebra under the involution x -> x. .
PROOF: Suppose firstly that A possesses an identity element.
1l • Since Sp(l ) » {l} , we have, using condition (2) of the
■it
theorem , 1=1.
(if A has no identity element , we adjoin an identity ele¬
ment 1. ; H = A + (L 1 is a Banach algebra and. we may extend the
involution on A to one on B by defining for A*€ and a€A ,
(A1 ,+ a)^" = Al + • It is easy to verify that- 3 as a Ban—
ach algebra under the above, involution satisfies all of the
conditions (l) , (2) and (3) of the theorem . These observations
show that we need only consider the case when A possesses an
identity element .)
Let hftfl(A) • By Theorem 3 ? Corollary ^ there exists a
closed commutative subalgebra C of A with the properties that
both 1. and h belong' to C , C = C and Sp (x) = Sp(x) for
all xCC . It is easily verified (using Theorem 6) that, if R
is the radical of C , R =• R j, using condition (2) , it follows
that C is semi—simple • Hence by Theorem 6 ,, Corollary 2 , C
44
is a Banaoh ^-algebra under the involution x —>x- ( x^'C) , so
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2
that k> £ H(A) * An application of Theorem 1 , (2) now yields
the required result •
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(3.2) REPHESENTATIONS AND POSITIVE FUNCTIONAfiS
ON BAHACE it—ALGEBRAS .
Throughout this section , A will denote a Banach #'-alge¬
bra •
Let E he an admissable positive functional on the Banach
:jt-algebra A . (See (2.2) .) It jis clear that' the representa¬
tion! of A on Exlbert space associated with F will normally
possess stronger properties than a representation of. A assoc¬
iated with an arbitrary admissable generalised positive function¬
al on A • It; i.s natural, to ask : when is a representation of A
on Hilbert space associated with an admissable positive function¬
al on. A ?
We introduce the following notation : if R J a T is a
representation of A on the Hilbert space H, } R^ is the corres¬
ponding anti—representation.' a—»(T )* • AlsoBj
P,(R) = -£(x,y) : x?y<£ H and. (T & x,y) > 0 for all af Af .ii v Si Qj -J
The following theorem gives a partial answer to the above ques¬
tion • We use notations employed in (2.2) ».
THEOREM 1 . Let A be a, Banach —algebra and R ; a—»T& be
a representation of A on the Hilbert space H * Suppose tlxat
x?y arc vectors in HI y which are topol.ogic.ally cyclic for R
and R* respectively and such that (x,y) €L P^R) • Then there
exists an admissable positive functional. F on A such that the
representation a —associated with F is isometrically-
a
equivalent to R .
Conversely , if A contains an identity clement ? F is an
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F
admissatxle positive functional on A and R denotes the repres¬
entation a of A on:. Xj s there exists
such that x and y are topologically cyclic vectors for the
Tfl Jjl
mappings R and (R ')* respectively .
*
The proof of the above theorem is standard and is omitted .
It is clear that if R : a—^T is a representation of the
a
Banaoh "Ur—algebra A on a Rilbert space II. , and (x,y)€P<(R) ,
Si.
then, for all a,bCA ,
(Tb*ax^ = (T#bX'y) *
It would appear that few of the results which have been de¬
tained for positive functionals on BanacJx. *—algebras admit direct
generalisation within the general context of Banach ^-algebras .
To illustrate this , we consider the natural generalisation
to the context of. Banach $:—<algebras of the notion of a representr-
able positive functional, on a Banaoh *—algebra . (See l20j,
P. 216; «)
DEFINITION 1 • A positive functional F on A is said to be
REPRESECTABLE by a representation R : a—>T of A on a Rilbert
a
space. BE if there exist topologically cyclic vectors x end y
in R for the mappings R and R* such that F(a) = (T„x,y)3/
for all a€A •
We might enquire whether an. analogue of [20I , Lemma 4.5.6
*
holds in, this situation , iue. given a representation R : a~?T 9/
of A on. a Hilbert space II and given (x,y);~P^(R) , does
there exist a (closed) invariant subspace BL of II such that
* c»f» (2.2) r Theorems 1. and 4. .
tile positive functional F on A , given "by F(a) = (T x,,y)8>
(a£A) is representable by the restriction of R to Eq ? The
following example shows that this is not the case in general t
even when x «* y •
EXAMPLE L • Let E « « (x,ysz) ' ; x^y, 26Ct an(i
c ** * * *i y r««»i
A « J X • • I : Xyl • E.or T = . . j , where X ,x- € C ?
j.n U*-J
let T ' = \\ • * I • Then A is a Banach $—algebra
Iff X . j
under the involution T:T • The identity mapping 1 on A
is obviously a representation of A on H • Let ui» (l.,.l, l)'
and let. F(t) « (TuyU') for all T^-A • Then P is a positive
functional on. A > Since every element of A is nilpotent ,
there is no proper invariant subspaca of E containing a cyclic
vector | since F <f 0 , E is thus not representahie by the re¬
striction of X. to any invariant subspace of E •
The above considerations make it seem , therefore, desirable
to consider positive functionals ore the Banach $—algebra A
whileh satisfy certain restrictive conditions * Prom this point
of view , the following lemma is suggestive *
LEMMA L » Let; A be a Banaeh with identity and
R : a->T be a representation, of A on the Hilbert space E •
8/
Then (x,k).€ Pa(R) for all x:€ E if and only if (T^)*' = T ^
for all &€ A •
PROOF: Suppose that (x,x)£P^(R) for all xf H • Let
H1 «^T.€ B(E) : T* » t} . As in (3.1) > E(A) - fa* A : « aI.
1
JL
We note that for each a£ A , T # £ E. « Let 1. « h + i3c3- 3
be the identity element of A , where h.,k:£ H(A) • Since
• Howj, for each. xfifR ,
(T^x) = (T-jT-jXjx) = (T^T^^x^x) ^ 0 j hence T^€ H'^' . It
follows that T^ , q« 6 R1' . As T, eII1" ,
H(T(^2)X>x) » ((T.^)^x,x) > 0 for all x€ II . But since
k€"E(A) , (T^k2^x?x) ^ 0 for all xtH f and hence
(T^k2^x,x) =- 0 for all x$R . Hence (l^)^ « 0 , so that,
since T..,f , T, = 0 . Thus Tn = T, .ik k 1 h
Finally r let a€ A and x <TH . Then
(Tax*3c) - (ThTax^x) -= (Ta^Thx,.x) = (x/f^x) .
Hence ((T Ar- (T )*)x,x) = 0 for all x.fi E , so thatcl 3,
T =• (T )'* . This proves one implication of the lemma » As theOr Or
other implication is obvious , the result follows .
If R s a—>Ta is a representation of a Banach -algebra A
on a Hilbart space , R is said to be a *~REPKESENTATION if
T #:= (T )* for all a€A .sr a
Let F be an admissable positive functional on the Banach
£-algebra A . Examination of the above lemma and the conditions
which must be satisfied by F in order that the representation
a —> T^ on Xp should be a representation indicates that the
following definition may be relevant •
DEFINITION 2. A positive functional F on A is said to be
STRONGLY POSITIVE if F is a positive functional for all u.CA .
u
We introduce the following notation i
M2 =• |(x]x2):^r- x* x^ : X1?X?CA} .
* For the notation F^ , see {j?oJ, p. 214 •
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LEMMA 2 » Let F "be. a positive functional on A > Then
P = f\ M
F u € A F
u
PROOF: It is easy to see that P„ C O, H_ « LetF ueA F
_ u
x: £ G. Nj, • For h,k:€K(A) , we have
U:
F £(h - ik)x(h + ik)J = 0 = E |(h + k)x.(h + lc)J •
Heno.e F(lock) = 0 , It easily follows that x £. P1? so that
the result is proved •
LEMMA 3 • Suppose that A possesses an identity element 1. for
which. 3^ = 1. • Let F he a strongly positive functional, on
A *. Then' A/Pjp. a *"*algehr,a .
PROOF: Vie note that if G is any positive functional on. A f
(N^)^ ^ Ng • (For, using (2.2) , Lemma 31 , G(x^ ) = G(x) for
all. x € A • )
/ ^Hence f for each u.CA ? (Np ) = Np , and so ? by
u u
Lemma 2 , (Pp) - Pp .
Wa now maintain, that M„ C Pp • This is an easy consequ-
it it It
ence of Lemma 1. and the fact that F^(xy) = S^((y x ) ) for
all %x,yf A •
It is immediate that A/P_ is a *—algebra under the involu-
tion, (x + Pp)—^x + Pp (x€A) •
COROLLARY • For each u< A , F is a strongly positive func¬
tional on A *>
We require the following- lemma •
LEMMA 4 * Let B be a Barach algebra with identity 1. and P
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n, o
n
be a two—sided ideal in 3 • Let B = B/P and 3 = B/P •
1 2 -
For xg B- ? let x « x + P and x = x + P • Then f for alL
x€B, , |SpBI.(x^)| « |SpBi(x2)j
rr 1
PROOF: Let I i be the canonical mapping of B.; onto B » If
1 I, .
is a maximal, left ideaL in B< t M,„■» jt ve closed in B <
Hence PCM and. thus UPC M. . Hence , MP is contain—
1 1,— -ed in the radical, of B. • Since B/iiP may be identified
. 2
with B in a natural way ? the required result follows easily *
THEOREM 1 • Let A be a Banach —algebra with a self-adjoint;
identity element 1 , and suppose that the involution in A is
continuous and that A satisfies condition of (3.1) • (See
p* 45 •) Let: F be a strongly positive, functions,! on A • Then,
if a€H(A) and p(a)< 1 , there exists h£ II(A) such, that
F(hohi — a) = 0 .
PROOF; Let a€H(A) such that p(a) < 1 .. By a result- due to
Bonsall (see (0.2) , (a) ) , there exists x£a such that
xox. = a where by (0.2) , (l)) , (l) and (0.2) , Theorem 3 %
= Hoc *
Kow t: xa = ax j and hence by condition (&) , x a = ax .
Thus xx « x x »
Let A"*" = and A^ = A/Pj, • For y £ A let
1 2
y = y + P„ and y =* y + P„ . Using Lemma 3 and the continuityl1 1
1 2
of the involution in A , A and A are ^-algebras under the
3L t p £
involutions x —> (x ) and x~—>(x ) respectively (x€A) •
(A* is clearly a Banach algebra •)
Using Lemma 4 j wo have
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Ispai(T + (x#)1)! - !spA2(x2 + <x*)2)|
< f>A2(x?) +/^2((x*)2)
= 2^2(x2) < 2^u) < 2 .
Since = a?" = (x f , ;we have
-o1 .*
T
Since , by the above arguement; , }Sp^l(x + (x ) )f < 2 ,
21^" - x^ — (x*)^ is invertible in A^ , and therefore
x ^ta (x*)* • It is now easy to show that if lx = -|-(x + x ) ,
P(hoh. — a) « 0
With the help of Lemma 3 , Corollary and Theorem 1 5 It is
not difficult to prove the following result » ( c,f. £20^, Theo¬
rem 4.5*2 .)
THEOREM 2 • Let A be a Bnnach —algebra satisfying the con¬
ditions of Theorem 1 . Then , if F is a strongly positive fun¬
ctional on A j \ Eu(h) 1 < p(h)F(u*u) , for ufcA and k^-H(A) •
COROLLARY . F is continuous on A > and is an admissable pos¬
itive functional on A •
The following theorem now follows immediately .
THEOREM 3 . Let A b.e a Banach —algebra satisfying the condi¬
tions of Theorem 1 . Then if F Is a strongly positive function¬
al on A jr the representation on is defined , and
Is a topologically cyclic representation .
Convei*sely 9 if a T is a, topologically cyclic *—repres—
cl
entation af A on Hilkert space , the representation a—isa
* This part of the proof was suggested by part of Professor F. E.
Bonsall's- original-proof of his square-root result contained in
(0.2) f (A) •
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unitarily equivalent to the representation.,
a on h '
where W is a strongly positive functional, on A «
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4. METRICAL CHARACTERISATIONS OF B*—ALGEBRAS .
(4.1) ASPECTS OF TKE VXDAV-PALMER THEOREM ?
The Vidavr-Palmer theorem (see ;24j andjlBj) is perhaps one
of the most outstanding results which has been proved in the
theory of numerical range , In this section , we discuss certain,
aspects of this theorem , laying particular, emphasis on those fac¬
ets of the result- which may "be illumined "by simple Functional, an¬
alytic techniques as distinct from the powerful theorems of com¬
plex analysis originally evoked "by Vi&av .
To the author's knowledge , no proof of the above theorem
which does not involve results from complex analysis has. yet been
given. «. (We may compare this situation; to similar situations in
the proofs of \_20j, Theorem 3»6;»3 and (0«1.) 5 Theorem 7 «) How—
e.ver? the results proved in this section are sufficient, for the
purposes of (4»2) .
We. commence "by defining the notion of a "Vidav algebra" .
DEFINITION 1 • A unital Banach algebra a is said to be a VXD—
AV ALGEBRA if there exists a subset II(a) of a with the follow¬
ing properties :
(1) H(A) + iHj(A) = A ♦.
(2) For each h€ H(A) } jj 1 + isth )| < 1 + o(<x)
NOTE. In fzQ, Vidav studied an algebra A which satisfied a
third condition iir addition, to the. conditions (l.) and (2) of Def¬
inition X » However ? in jJLQJ, Palmer has shorn that this third
* Some of the results of this section have also been independent¬
ly observed by B.onsall and Duncan in. 16:] .
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eondition is unnecessary »
The Vidav-P aimer theorem (see (6j, Theorem 6*9) states that
every Vidav algebra is isometrioally isomorphic with a. C*—alge¬
bra .
In the sequel. }/ A will denote a Vidav algebra unless other
wise explicitly stated 5 H(A) xri.ll be the given set of elements
of A satisfying the conditions (l) and (2) of Definition 1. •
We have the following simple theorem „ (See PL Lemmas 5.7
and 5.8 .)
THEOREM 1 . Let A be a Vidav algebra • Then :
(D H(A) is the set of hermitian elements of A «
(2) For each 7 there exist unique elements h?k<&H(A)
such, that x = b. + ik. «.
(3) For x£ A where x = b. + ik , h and k: belonging to
H.(a) , let x54- = h. ~ ik » Then the mapping x -»x* is a continu
ous (anti—linear) involution on A *
PROOF: Using condition (2) of Definition 1. and (0».l) ? Theorem
4? (3) ? it is clear that H(A) consists of hermitian elements o
of A ».
Now suppose hy.kyh' and k* are hermitian elements of A 9
and that h+ Ik = h' + ik1 . Then V(h — b*) = V(k: — k') = (0)
so that h = b' and k = k' by. (0,l)? Theorem 4y (2) .
The first two parts of the theorem follow easily from the above
observations •
We now prove (3) of the theorem • Let (x I be a sequence2X -*
in A such that lim» x = 0 and lim. (x )* = s , where
y\~>co 33' 31
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s A A , For each nfe K. , let x = hi + ik. , where^ * n n a '
h ,k € E(a) » Let F€DCl) « Then lira, ^F(h ) + iE(k: if = 0 ,n? n ' c*> «- v n/ v rr- ' '
so that lira* F(h ) = lira* F(lc ) = 0 . Hence F(s) - 0 . It
r\~»oo n n
follows that V(s) = (0) * Thus "by (0,1.),. Theorem 4 ? (2),
s — 0 ». An application, of the closed-graph. theorem; now yields the
required result ,
THEOREM 2 * Let B: "be a *—algebra with identity 1 * Then B
is a B"*—algebra with respect to the given involution on B if and
only if there exists a. Eanach algebra norm i!-ii on B making B.
into a unital Banach. algebra such that D^. jj(l) consists of pos¬
itive functionals •
PROOF: If B is a B^—algebra under a norm H*f|, every- element.
of D (l) is a positive functional , (See. [_20j, Theoremirl!
4*8*16 ,)
Suppose now that B- is a unital Banach *—algebra under a
norm- If* I* such, that B (l) consists of positive functionals .
U'H
It is easy to verify directly that if we define for each
x.gA , fx!2 = sup- ^f(x^x) : F€ B(l)f b I is a pseudo-norm on
p
A such that I x*x | «* |xj » (See [20l, Corollary 4 *6oI0 ,)
By/ (0,1), Theorem 4* (2) and (20J, Theorem 4,1,15 $ (or, al—
tamatively, Theorem 1, (3)) , there exists 0<cl£++ such that
flx*ll < C ttxtl for. all x<6 A ,
We. then have for each x.£. A
f xt2 = v(x*x) < ll x^x i'{ -C C H x)l 24. Ce {v(x)j 2 <. Ce| x|2 ,
2
using (0,1), Theorem land the. fact that. JF(x)( E(x*x) for¬
al1 F£D(l) ■ Hence, B is a Bt-algebra under the norm I « } „
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NOTE . In actual fact,, of course, B of Theorem 2 is a B*'—algebra
under. M'ti • (This follows from the ViidavH? aimer. theorem • )
LEMMA 1 » Let (p "be a mapping of (R++ into tR for which
lim. d3(-x)/o(, < 0 and d>(n<X) < ndfc(oO . , for all ^/iR++
o<~>0
and. n€ N • Then 0 for all •
PROOF: Let and <£. > 0 * Then there exists 0{ "1R++
such that for. all odelR4"1" for which ?x < sX Q f {p(cn)/a( < €L .
Choose ot' ft'fR++ and n.£N such that; 0 <«>,'< -A Q and net' = X •
Then , i,e» (p{A) < <c"X. Since C
was an arbitrary positive number, <£(*) < 0 , and the required
result follows •
COROLLARY * If lim. <t {dC)/on. ^ 0 , then <b = 0
SX -) oo
PROOF: Let XtlR++ • Then,, for all m£N „
0 («,>)/(»*) 4 . If10 , we see tihat
<£(x) > 0 . Combining this result with Lemma I , we see that
p j=- 0 »
LEMMA 2 • Let B be a unital. Banach algebra • For x£ B liet
S(t) = him. «"Mill + *x:|| -1? . Then, He31 xl! - eK6(x)
<x '• ■*
for all C*<=-1R ++ if. and only if sup Re Sp.(x) = S(x) .
PROOF: Let x:€B, for which sup Re Sp(x) = §(x) • For^cTK'
let $(p0 3 log|}ec*'xli - otS(x) •
It is clear that if o(€ 1R % <jfc(n.0<) < n<p(ol) for all
reft N • Further
lim. (h (sO/* = Mim. pi 1 + oi x$ — l{ — %(x) =0 .
r/
Now,, Mm.4>(n)/n » lim. log( It e^fj ^n) - £ (x)
n oo n —> Oe;
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- log lf(eX)J - £(x) «■ 0 .
Hence % "by the corollary to Lemma 1 % (p{&) = 0 for all
a s'R"14, y; and. the first; part. of. the result: Is proved ,
Suppose now that; x £ B, and that ! I e X11 — b (x)
otslR** » Then
sup Re Sp{x) « lim,. nT^og tt e.nx{( = lira* nT"^(nS (x)) = S (x) .
^ "T CO uSO
This concludes the proof, of the lemma «
Par the following theorem , see }24j , Lemmas 1 and 2 »
1he0rem 3> * Let a he a vidav, algehra » Then if h,.lc€ H(a)
He !| = 1 and i(hk. — kh) £ H(a) «. (Thus a satisfies condi¬
tion) (&') of (3*1) for the involution x-»x* on a mentioned in
Theorem 1 , (3) •)
PROOF: Let h€ Hi(A) « By (O.l), Theorem 4., (l) 5
Re Sp(ih) CO Re V(ili) = (0) .
Hence sup Re Sp(ih) = 0 = £ (ih) * Thus,, by Lemma 2 ,
(I e^il =1 •
The fact that , if h,,lce.Il(A) i(hk —■ lch)c H(A) , follows
easily as in f:24j>„ Lemma 2, (h) •
We now note two easily verified, properties of Vidav algebras.
In the sequel , a Vidav algehra A will he assumed to he a Banaoh.
—algehra with, involution mentioned in Theorem 1, (3) •
THEOREM 4. ♦ Let. A ha a Vidav algehra » Then :
(1) If h£H(A) and P<= D(l) , Re E(h2) >0 .
(2) If. 1 is a closed two-sided ideal in. A , then I* = I •
PROOF: (1) Let hCH(A) and F<£B(l) . Then, for <X € 1R y,
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Re £ II e^** ^11 » 1. , using Theorem
3 . Hence 1 - t*2/2 ReE(h2) < 1 + 0(cX3) (d£'{R , ^ -» 0) .
O O "X
Thus - c*. /2 ReF(h. ) £, 0(d ) • This is possible if and only if
ReP(h.2) > 0 .
(2) Let I. te a ©losed two—sided ideal in A and lei
A"k 3 A/l . For. x£A , let x"*" = x + I » Let
H{A^) =■ {h?" h 4= h(a) |> . Then A1" = HtA1) + ill (A1) . Further %
denotes the norm: induced om A^' by the norm (I * !| cf
A and h£H(A) , we have It 1.^ + ic* h?il * < j| 1. +. ioth ii £r
1L + o(oi) for o£4? and c* 0 *. Hence A^ is a Vidav alge-*.
bra , and.using Theorem 1 , (2) , it follows that I* = I .
NOTE * The proof of (2) of the above theorem is essentially due
to, E. E. Bonsai 1 who used it; to prove that every closed two—sided
ideal of a B^-algehrra is a. *-ideal • (See f6], Theorem 7.7 »)
THEOREM 5 » Let A be a Vidav algebra which contains no non¬
zero topologically nilpotent hermitian elements • Then A is a
B*—algebra •
PROOF: Let h€H(A) . Using (3.1), Theorem 3, Corollary,;
B = is a "—subalgebra of A where we are using obvious
terminology •
Since B is a Vidav algebra in its own rightly B has herm¬
itian involution; (by (0*1),, Theorem 4, (l)) and hence, by (3.1) y
Theorem 4? - (xy)*€. R , where x,y B' and R is the radi—
cal. of B, . Since R* = R , (see (3.1) j Theorem 4, Note) , and
as 0 is the only topologically nilpotent element in A ,
R = (0) . ,Hence B is a Banach ^-algebra •
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2 o
Hence , h €H(A) , and so, by Theorem 4, (l) , F(h ) £ 0
for every E£D(l),» Hence , if. x€ B and x <=> h + ik: , where
h$k£H(A) , F(x*x) « P(h? + k?) > 0 for every P5 D(l) .
Hence% by Theorem 2 , B is a commutative B*—algebra .
Further, since A satisfies each of. the conditions (x) and
(S) of (3.1), A is a Banach *—algebra by (3.L),, Theorem 1, (2) »
We now show thai; A is a B*—algebra .
Let; heH(A) • Then 1® a B*—algebra under the norm
\\ «\\ Q where for xe{h|cc , Hxli^ = sup|f(x*x) t PO(l)} .
Hence j>(h) =j°c(h) = llhiHQ > v(h) . Hence p(h) » v(h) .
It is now easy to show that- if h,lc£ H(A) ,
p(h + k) ^ p(h) + f(k) »
if. x « h + ik , where h,k:€H(A) , and x*x = xx* = 0 ,
2 2 2 2
then h + k: = 0 • Hence h = k = 0 , so that; h = k. =>- 0 ,
and x. » 0 •
Using these facts and the methods- of £_20j, Lemma 4.8.8 and.
*
Theorem 4..8*9 , it. is not. difficult to show that, A is symmetric.
Since every element of L(l) is weakly positive on A ,. each
such element is a, positive functional on A • Hence, by Theorem
2 , A is a B*—algebra .
It is clear that; the establisliment of the Vidav—Palmer theo¬
rem within the context of Theorem 5, depends crucially on showing
that every (commutative) Vidav algebra is semi-simple • It would
appear that the proof of this fact requires an application of
"Vidav*s lemma" • (See £24j f/ Lemma 3 and •) We require
only part of Vidav* s lemma • The proof is omitted , ( All
* Alternatively ,, one could use a deep result of Sliirali and
Ford » ( See |22] »)
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proofs- of this lemma known; to the author depend on. complex analy¬
sis ; the simplest proof of the lemma seems to be one due to Lumer»
This proof is given in CI §5 .)
THEOREM 6 . Let A be a Vidav algebra,, and suppose h£H(A)
such that p(h)€Sp(h) * Then |! e*Ml = e ^ •
COROLLARY . Every Vidav; algebra is *—isomorphic to a B#—algebra .
PROOF; The corollary will follow from Theorem. 5 if we can show
that every Vidav algebra is semi—simple*
Let. A be a Vidav algebra with radical R # By Theorem 4?
(2), R* - R . Let h€ R HE(a) . By Theorem 6 || e0* U |l = 1
for all oC €1R, so that ih.€ H(A) • Thus hi = 0 ► The required
result immediately follows •
Let A be a Vidav algebra • It is clear that the -B^—norm
(j*\|0 on. A is given: by ||x{{q = sup^F(x*x) t FCp(l)^ .
Palmer has proved, that in actual fact; , if IS * I! is the given norm
on A .. This is an easy consequence of (O.l),.
Theorem 6. and the fact that, in a B*—algebra, the 3*—norm is min¬
imal. ». (See j^2j[ •) This concludes the proof of the Vidav-Raimer
theorem •
We conclude this section by examining s, generalisation of the
notion of a Vidav algebra in which the requirement that the algebra
considered should contain an; identity is dispensed with . This gen¬
eralisation has essentially been studied independently by several
authors . (See ^ 8 .)
DEFINITION 2 . A Banach algebra A is said to be a V—ALGEBRA if
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there exists a subset H(A) of A with the following properties:
(a) H(A) + iH(A) = A .
(b) For each aCb(A) and each h€H(A) ,
It is clear that every Vidavr algebra is a V~algebra « It is
easy to construct radical. V—algebras 5 in fact, if A is any B^r\-
ach spac.e and h(a) is any subset; of A such that,
H.(a) + £h'(a) = a , then a with the zero multiplication is a
V—algebra « However, if such trivial, cases are excluded ana¬
logues of. some of the results proved for Vidav algebras can be ob¬
tained. »
It is easily verified, that if a is a Vidav algebra , every
element, of H(A) is a hermitian element of A • (if A is a.
V—algebra , H(a) will be the given subset of. A satisfying the
conditions (a.) and (b) of Definition 2 .)
THEOREM 7 » Let A be a Y-algebra . Then. :
(1) If. R is the radical, of A , R = {x€ A : xA = (0) \ .
(2) If A is semi—simple, A is an A*»algebra with auxiliary
norm H * 11
^ , where ll4 ll is the given norm on A p
(3) A is a B*—algebra if. and only if v(- ) is equivalent to
II ' )i on A •
PROOE: Let a—^T be the left regular representation of A on3/
Let A he the completion ox K in B(A) « By (0.1jf Theo¬
rem 2 , a~ = H(a)~ + iH(a)"~ t where we ssre using an obvious not—
\\ a + is*ha II < 1 + o(») (c*'£. Ik*, o( 0 .)
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ation • Let 'b + CI > where I", iis the identity operator
A
on A . Then, under the operator norm, a is a Vidav algehra
whose set of hemritlan elements is H(a)~ + 1R I « Application of
the Vidav-Palmer theorem now easily shows that, if a is semi-
simple,, a is. an A*—algehra with auxiliary norm l! * * This
proves (2) •
If A is not necessarily semi—simple , \1 * H ^ is an algehra
semi-norm; oni A , and K =-|x€A : xA - (0)^ = |yfei t liyll^ =
Since k/TL is clearly an A*—algehra , it is semi—simple • Thus
K is the radical of. A •
(3) is an ohvious consequence of (0«l), Theorem 3 •
NOTES . (1) (2) of Theorem 7 is contained in }j6J,, Theorem 8.4.
(2) It would he interesting to know when an. A*-algehra
with norm 11 ' !l and. auxiliary norm II 4 |l^ is a V—algehra •
(3) An example in. [«]. § 8 shows that there ar.e ■A*'—al¬
gebras of the type described;, in (2) which are not B*—algebras .
4.2
(4*2) fi ALGEBRAS .
La (4»f) > we investigated Vidav's1 metrical, characterisation.
of B"5®"—algebras with identity • Motivated byViclav's resuit s ,, we
might enquire into.) other metrical, characterisation of B*"—algebras.
(Some such metrical. characterisations are given; in f6 } , £> 7 •)
(J
In this section^ we examine those algebras which, satisfy a
certain metrical condition,, the latter- condition being automatic¬
ally satisfied by., all B*—algebras ; we call any algebra satisfy¬
ing the. above condition a ft-*—*algebra • It is shorn that every
P *—algebra with identity element; is a B1-algebra « Further, ev¬
ery commutative algebra is a B?'~algebra,, though we have been;
unable to prove such a result for a general algebra •
We. now define the notion of a (i algebra .
*
DEFIKLIiDOU * Let, A be a Banach. (x ,<v4t)-algebra with anti—lin¬
ear invo lution x—} x* • Them A is a (3*"-ALGEBRA if
|i x x xi* + x.Ox*H = 2ilxjj2 for all x£A «
We naw note certain elementary" properties of a (3*"—algebra
A .
(L) If V' " non »> A a B*—algebra .
(2) If x€ A ,, H xlf = |f*ll and ilxxxMl = |fxU2 -Ijxox*)!.
(3) If A has an identity element L ,, }\ll| = L •
Throughout.; this section,. A is a (3 *-algebra » Using, the
notations, of (3*1) % ~ lsP^(x)l and- P©(x) ® jSP^Wf £°r
each, x.€A • For x£A and ireN we use the notation yP'
X
(resp«. xP ) to. denote the xtP^* power of x for the muitiplica-
o
* See p.* 48 . For convenience ,. we denote the involution of A
by x x* instead af by x-^x^»
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tiom (resp» "o" ) • H(A) ~ jx? A ? x* =* xj^ *
LEMMA lL • Let h'.6H(A) . Then j°x(h) = jjhjl « f0(&) .
PROOF: Let h. £H(A) » We define by recursion tile following
sequence in A y constructed as follows :
«= Lq.x h. +■ ho hi and for each n>£ H ,
a -,=aX.a* + aOa* «
xl + 1 n m xt a
~ 1)
lor n€N , let N =2 ' . We note that* n
2 r ^
+ q = 2-v^j) for each n€ N « has the following propers-
ties *
2lt
U) II a jj » N. (! h fl for. each. nifcEI * This result- is clearly^ 11
2k
true when xl = 1 . If le€H: and II a. j|} = Nvlf h l« tJ then
k + 1 ^ k + 1
l,ak+lH - sila^U2 = 2(Fk)2|j hjl2 =irk +1Uh.!l2
The result'; now follows by induction •
pIL 2"^
(2) lor each nifeH , let "b = a — hi. and. c = a — h »r
nnx nno
?n * ?n
Tlxen jj <C 0^, ~ l) likjl and tj c, jj <1 (H^ — l) Uhtt for
each. nic N •
Thiis result is clearly true for n = 1 . Suppose the result
is true for id = lc .. Then
?0C + i) .
^bk + 1^ = W®k: + 1 ~ X ^
. Jc pk p(lc:+ i)
- |}<* + \) X (k + Ofc*) + ^ o &£ - h i|
<£l!\ILM2 * H<\lt,1lM|2 * ll\|Mko£N * (nk)2!|hl!2
(k+l)
^ I! kH2 ((Kk - l)2 + 2(Mk - 1) + (Nk)2)
... ' p (k. + l)
= <Hk + 1" ^H^l2
The corresponding result for i| c. .. {! may similarly be veri-JC: + JL
fiedl *. The required result; no if follows by induction •
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Now,, let n.€N #■ Tien.
N \|hj!2 = !ia \\ < Ha - h2 f! + Hh2 II
n n Hi x >;
< (N - 1) f! hill 2 + !! I2 i{ .
xx n: 11 n * n
Hence 1! h I) 2 < |! h2 \\ , so that1 U h2 )i = |i h H 2
* x
lit: clearly follows that px(h) = it h )l . A similar, argue—
ment shows that ^(k) ~ !! *Mi ►
LEMMA 2 * Suppose that. A has an identity element 1 * Let
hxCH(A) and suppose that f<«D(l) such that if(h)| = it h!5 .
Then f(h) =±(lh.jt .
PROOF: (Wa note that: aince j| h H < p(h) < v(h) <, \'i h II , there
always exists ££D(l) such thai |f(h.)l = it h |i ♦)
We may obviously suppose that h # 0 • Let. Q - arg f(h) *
Then we have
' #3 j p
f(l + e 1 * h) = 1 + |l hii! = II 1 + e hi! . Hence'
2(1, + |j hH)2 - 2 ||1 + e""10 hii 2
« j| (1 + e~10 h) x (1* + e^h) + (l + e""^ h) o (l* + e^h.)!!
= ||l* + e^h + e~10hxl- + hxh + 1+ e*"l6h + el6l«h . + heh H
<2+2 |l hill + 2 || hi) 2 + ! e10 + e"10 Lll h U .
t it? —i.6*"
Since h 4= 0 r we have f e + e I = 2 , and hence
e1 » *1 . Thus f(h) = ±HhJI .
THEOREM 1 • Let A "he a jG}*—algebra with identity 1 * Then;
A is a B*—algebra •
PROOF: We show firstly that 1 = 1* ® Let. k: = l(.l* - l) •
Then; k;< H.(a) «. Hence,, by Lemma 2 , there exists £<=D(l) such
that f(k) => i |]k:ll i*e, if(l*) - i. = £ltk:M » Hence
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f(l*)* » 1 X ijlk:]! » Since = h y |f (1* ) | <1 j hence
k: <= 0 . Thus I* = L « Finally,. let H6h(A) and
Then |t 1 + ht*h |\2 = }i (l + £txh) x (l — io< h) ('
= !H + ot2hxh. f!
< 1 + o(c><) as oi 0 *
Hence A is a Vidiav algebra. and, using Lemma 1 and. (4.1) y Theo¬
rem % we see that; A is a M-algehra with norm II • i't »
Vie now show that every commutative 0*"—algebra is a B£—alge¬
bra » In the following three lemmas,; A will, be assumed, to be. a
commutative 0*«»alge.b2ra , ^x willi denote the carrier space of
*
A for the multiplication *
LEMMA 3 *> For each x £ A there exists <b & d"' such:, that
X
xx x*(^ ) s= xo = ^x)|2e^ „ where Q <ctK *
PROOFS Let. x6 A • By Lemma 1. r we have
^(rxx* + xof) - 2iixil2 • Hence there exists such,
that j xxf-(^) + xoxt(c^)( = 2|\x||2 • Hence
argfx'x x* (<p ) J = argfxo x* ( )1 , and !xxf($)? = ! xox5^ ){ =
||x{|2 The required resxilt now follows ,
LEMMA 4 . Let H€S(A)aH(a) and f£D(h) . Then for each
h1€H(A) fQh^lR*
PROOF: Let h^£ H(A) • Then for ,
)} h. + io(.h-J| 2 =* II (h + i«s4h^)x(h - io<,h1)tl = H h2 + r*2h2 V( .
Ilance |t h + lot hjJ) ^ 1. + o(ot) (ok<c 1i<J 9/ <*; 0 ) ,
so that by a familiar arguement , if f<cD(li) , Ref(ih^) = 0 ,
so that, f (h^) •
* In the sequel , x -» x will denote, the Gelfand representation
of A for the natitiplication "x" •
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LEMMA 5 • Let h.€ S(A) r\ E.(a) « Then there exists such
that hi)} and? for each h^e H (a) , <p (h^) € iK .
PROOFS By Lemma 3 there exists 0<£ such that
(p (hxh) — ^6(h©h) = S!hW2e^*^ where Q £ «
Let 'Tf =t arg<^?(h) • Then e € D (h) so that "by Lemma 4. >,
e ^^(hixh- + hoh)£ 'tR • Since <£?(hxh) = <f?(hoh) ,
e i"^>(hxli) C'fR. But e""2i"^(^)(hXh) = (e""i'^^(h))2£lK .
Hence e^€./tR and the result follows from Lemma 4 ►
THEOREM 2 . A commutative algebra a is a B#—algebra ,
PROOF: Using Lemma 5 *, we may select!., fur each h £ IT(A) an. ele¬
ment *h£f« such that = )) h jj and ^(\)€ 1R for
every h^C H(A) . Let C - {<Ph : h£E(A)} . We note that if
k£ H(A) and <^(k) = 0 for all ^ £ C t then 1c = 0 •-
Now let hCH(a) and suppose that h.X h = h^ + ih^ where
h^,hg€ H(a) . For (p € c , d? (h) , {^(h^) and ^(hg) are real,
and C|>(hXh) = (<|j(h))2 . Thus 0(h>) - 0 for all <p £ C * Hence
hXh€H(a) for all h^ H(a) • by (3.1) ? Theorem 1, (2) , iit. foll¬
ows that "x" = y so that- a is a algebra *
The author, has been unable to show that a general *—algebra
is a Bf—algebra • The following theorem, which- is proved by using
Theorem 2, (3*1)» Theorem 3?; Corollary and (3»l), Theorem 1, (2)
wa.s the best resuit - which was obtained •
THEOREM 3 . Let A be a algebra, satisfying the condition
(5) of (3.1) • Then A is a B*—algebra ,
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